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ABSTRACT
The purpose ol lhis descriptive study was to inv&Sl igate grade lour and grade
six students' understanding of the Information conveyed by bar graphs, In particular,
the effects of various characteristics of familiarity of the graph topic, the arrangement
o f the data, and scale on students' ability to read, interpret and predict from bar graphs
were examined,
Five elementary schoo ls participated in the study , This resulted in a sample 01
121 grade four students and 127 grade six students. Each student was administered a
written test designed by the author which consisted of four bar graphs with three
questions per graph. On the basis of the written responses, 35 students from grade
four and 37 students from grade six were given audiotaped interviews to obtain
additional information, The responses for each graph were then categor ized, and the
major errors were discussed In terms of the frame theory model developed by Davis
(1964).
At least 15 types of errors were documented. While some of these were
reading-language and computation errore, the majority were graph-based errors. Four
generat categories were Identified namely: data arrangement, topic, scare. and the fact
the Information was not shown on the graph.
Overall , students at both grade levels had little difficulty reading bar graphs,
more difficulty interpreting bar graphs , and had major diffiCUlty knowing when prediction
from bar graphs wee possible. The freqU91lCY of reading-language, computation, and
part icularly scale errors was higher at the grade four level than at the grade six level.
Howe ver, errors involving pattern arrangements of the data occurred in sim ilar
freque ncies for both grades and it was concluded that both grade four and grade six
students have similar but flawed graph frames.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Today it is recognized that every adult should be able to eHactively process the
large amounts of information encountered in everyday life. Such information i:i.
frequently in graphical ferm with business, government and the news media all u1iI1'lirog
graphs to display information. For example , such information might consist of
statistical data en consumer sales, lhe national budget, or unemployment. The value
of the use of graphs In displaying information has been described by Weintraub (196 7):
They present concepts In a concise manner or give at a glance information
which would require a great deal of descriptive writing . They olten distJIa
wealth of information Into a small amount of space . (p. 345)
Furthermore, the ease by which graphs can now be produced by computers has 100to
their Increased use by society . This Increased use implies that ecnocts need to help
students become competent In utilizing graphs to thei r maximum potential.
Educational authorities have recognized for some time that it Is not sufficient
flJ( students Just to be able to directly read Information from a graph , In a position
paper on basic skills in mamerrancs, the National Council of Supervisors of
Mathematics listed reading and drawing conclusions from graphs as one of ten vital
skills (NCSM , 1977). The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics inAn Agenda
lor Action, (NCTM , 1980) called for an Increased emphasis on drawing Inferences and
predicting from data , This Increased emphasis is reflected In the recently released
NCTM Standards document (1989) where graphing is included In the probability and
statistics standards. The value of progressing beyond just reading Information directly
from graphs has been reinforced by Kirk, Eggen, and Kauchak (ciled in Curcio, 1987)
when they stated mat Ihe maximum octenter of a graph i~ actualized when the reader
is capab le of Interpreting and generalizing from the data presented .
Despite the suggest ion of man)' ecucetonat organizati ons that increased
attent ion be paid to the development of graphing skill!':, the resuhs of the Fourth
National Assessment of Educational ~ rogress indicated that students at both Ihe
elementary and secondary 19'.el s have difficulty with Items thai requ ire more than a
literal reading of the graph (Brown 131at, 1988; Kouba et al ., l J88). This def iciency
was also noted in the three previous National Assessments of Educationa l Progress
(Carpenter, COburn, Reys & Wilson , 1978; Carpenter , Kepner, Corb itt, Undqu ist &
Reys, 1980; Carpenter, Lindqu ist. Mathews & Silver , 1983 ; Lindquist, Carp enter, Silver
and Mathews, 1983).
Significance of the Study
To dale there has been little research on 9raphing. As Kosslyn and Pinker
(1983) staled:
Even a casual perusal of Ihe liter"ture immediate ly convinces one thai there is
a real need for researchon charts and graphs, and that there is a rearneed for
a systematic approach to the topic. Research on charts ancl graphs Is, in a
word, scanty. (p. 6)
The limited research available indicates thai part icular features of the content
and presentat ioo of graphs can contribute 10students' difficulties in understanding Ihe
information displayed in a graph .
There Is a need for more research to determine specific stude nt errors In
graph ing and the factor s which contribute to these errors. In format ion resu lting from
this research would be valuable 10 teachers in plann ing instruc tion and in helping
students to ov ercome th eir difficul ties.
Purpose of the StUdy
This study inve:;;tigated the effec ts of various chara cteristics of graphica l
displays on grade four and grad e six stude nts' ab ility to read , interp ret, and predict
from bar graphs . Spec ifically, it allem pted to answer the following questions.
Question t : Whal difficulties do grade fou r and grade six students have in reading,
interpre ting alld predicting from bar graphs?
Question 2: What differences exist between grade four and grade six students' ability
to read, interpret , and pred ict from bar grap hs?
Definition of Te rms
The follo wing ter ms were used throu ghout this study and are clarified here.
Bar graph. A bar grap h is the "graphical representa tion 01 frequenc ies and magnitudes
by rectangles drawn with lengths proportio nal to the frequencies or magn~udes
concerned" (Kendal l & Buckland, 1982, p. 13). The rectang les qre conta ined within
perpendicularlabelled Il.Il8S andeach rectangle Is separated .-om the one neJllto it.
ThIsstudy was iroited to vertical bar gaphs.
Read from a bar graph means to obtain facts that are explicitly stated on the graph.
Interpret froma bar graph meansto generate information usingthe four basic
mathematical operations. In thIs study the operations were limited to addition and
subtraction.
Predict from a bar graph means to make generalizations based on the graphical
representation of the data.
Theorelica! MOdel
The theOfetical rmdel lJS8d in this study to interpret studert responses Is that
developed by Davis(1984) . ThIsmodel uses the concept: 01 a brne · a knowledge
representation structurelhat Is storedin memory• to descroe how peopleprocess
Information. In termsof the model, processi ng of Information froma SOll"C8 starts wlh
the selectIon of a cue fromthe information which results in selectionof a frame from
memory. Datafrom the source is then mappedto the variables or slots of the frame,
hence the 9900181 frameInformationand the inlormatlon from the source are brought
together. This "instantiated- frame Is then used as a data base for decisions.
By examining the students' responsesto a variety 01 graphical displays it is
possible to a eate a de~1on of a graph ical frame. enOl'S can then be desc:rmed
and expl ained in terms of the inadequacies of the frame . For exam ple. students make
errors when laced with variable scales withi n the context of diffe rent graphica l
problems. By examining students' responses on quest ions on reading , interpret ing,
and predict ing from graphs w ith diffe rent sca le factors, it may be possib le to determine
whether the errors are the result of an incomplete frame which is incorrectly completed .
an incorrect defau lt evaluat ion, or a complete but incorrectlrame. Such informatio n,
particularly when it results from the examination of performance at different grades,
helps formulate a ~pidure~ of the development of frames and ca n provide a part ial
basis on which to b uik! appropriate act ivities to correct the errors . This ~picture· can
also provide a bas is for the design of materials to be used to teach graphical concepts.
Limitat ions of the Stydy
Any researc h study ha s inherent limitations that restr ict the generalizab ility of
and interpretation of the resu lts. Two specific urrutatone are disc ussed in th is section .
This study was limited to the vertical bar graph as a grap h form and to two
grades, lour and six . Consequently, the generalizabiJity of the results to olher graph
forms and to olher grade leve ls is restricted.
Although the sample for the study was not random ly selecte d there is no
reason to believe it is not repr esentative of grade four and six stucem e. However, the
use of interviews wi th a selected subset of the sample restricts tne Iterpre tation of the
results. It is dlfficutlto estab lish to what extent the sludents Interviewed are
representative of the sample as a whole. It is also possible Ihat the students might
have had difficulty verbali zing the actua l lho ught processes they had used.
The increased recognitio n of the importance of graphing skills and the lack 01
studies on graphing indicate a need for more research in this area. Furthermore, the
development of informa tion processing models such as that of Davis (1984) provides a
framewo rk within which it Is possible to explai n how children process informa tion in
grapl1ical form .
The purpose of th is study was to investigate grade fou r and grade six students'
understanding of the info rmation conveyed by bar graphs. In particular, this study
8Xitmined the effects of various cha racteristics of graphical displays on students ' ability
to read, interpre t, and predict from such disp lays.
Before attempti ng specifically to app ly frame theory to the com prehension of
bar graphs, a review of the related literature on gra phing is pr esented .
on the data in eachgraph, Ihe58studentshadto assessthe validity of the two
generalizations. The controlgroup wereaskedto merelyinspect1heresultsof the
experiment. A post test designedto measuregeneralinspectionof lhe graphsshowed
the conlrol groupscoringhigherthan the experimentalgroupon all itemsexcept for
one on generalizations. This meant the generalization "cues" werea detriment10
overall leamlngratherthan an ald.
Other Studieson Graohlna
Many of the earlystudieson graphingweredesignedto determinethe relative
effectiveness of differentmethodsof representingquantitativedata (Washburne.1927;
Thomas, 1933; Peterson& Schramm, 1954; Culbertson& POW9f'S 1959;Feliciano,
Powers& Keert,1963). These studies werenotalwaysrestrictedto graphsand often
includedtables. However,all the stUdiesincludedbar graphsas one of the graphic
forms. The populations used in these studieswerequitediverse: elementaryand/or
junior high students(Washburne, 1927; Thomas, 1933),high school studentsand
womenhomemakers(Felicianoet al•• 1963), recenthigh schoolgraduatesIn the
farmingoccupation(CUlbertson & Powers,1959),and maleAir Forceentrants
(Peterson& Schramm, 1954). Manyof thesestudiesorderedthe graphic forms
accordingto difficulty. Forexample,Thomas(1933) foundthat childrencould read
mosteasily pictorialgraphs.followedby piagraphs,two dimensionalgraphs, and
finallyUnegraphs. MacDonald-Ross (19n) revlewedthe moreextensive of these
studies, thoseby Washburne(1927),Culbertson& Powers(1959),and Felicianoat al.
(1963). He foundthe conclusionof Washburne(1927)that no one graphicform was
superior in all respects 10 other tormsto be justified. Some conclusionspertaining to
bar graphs fromthese studies were given. For example, Cubertson and Powers
(1959) conctuded that for the evaluation and COITlpMison 01specific quantities both
horizontaland vertical bar graphs were easier to read than line graphs . They also
lound th.ldhorizontal bars werepreferable to verticalbars In that they providedmore
room for Iabolling. Felicianoet aI. (1963) found that tor their general audience,
horizontal bar graphs produced beIIer lest scores than longor short tables or lext, and
that scores improved when a horizontal bar graph accompanied by text was used .
More recently, efforts have been made to conductstudies that would assess
students' compelencies In graphing. While some ollhese studies include bar graphs,
a separate detailed analysis was general ly not availablefor this graphical form.
Wainer (1980) administered a lest (table, line graph. bar graph, pie graph) 10
third through tifth graders to measL1'8thai' -graphlcacy". Threetypes of question were
used: elementary • reQuiringlhe extraction of exact infonnalion, Intermediate · requiring
the detection of trends , and c:otrV8hensiYe • requiri'lg the ~ison of whole
structures. Third graders had considerabtymore difficulty than~h and fifthgraders
with the graphs, but there was only a slight differencein the performance01 the Ioorth
and filth graders.
Curcio (1981. 1987) administered a test (pictograph, bar graph, circle graph,
line graph) to fourth and seventh graders. The questlons were designed to reflect
three levels of graphcomprehension: the ability to read the data, between the data,
and beyond the data. The gradQseven students performedbetter on the test than the
grade four students. Graph comprehension for the grade lours was found to be related
to both reading and mathematics achievement, and to prior know~edge 01the tope .
-o
math contentand graph form. A.similar I'&Iationship was found lor the grade sevens
except that prior knOwledge of the topic and l1aph formwerenot Included. While no
cx:rrelationwas iJund between sex and graph COl'T'P"Uhension lor the grade folr
students, a low bot significantcorrelationwas found lor the grade sevens. In a foIIow-
up to the Curcio (1981) study , Ct.reio and Smith-Bt.riIe (1982) undertook a task-based
interview study to examinehow grade tour and grade seven studentsprocess
Information in graphical form. They found thai the studentstended to be very
persistent in theil' errors de:3J)ite additional information or countersuggestions by the
Interviewers. One of the graphs used In this study wasa bar graph showing the height
of children that had been designed with the height measurementsdecre asing from
bonom to top on the vertical axis . II was reported thai "a number 01fourthand
seventh grad&rsfailed to note, process. and/Oradjust lor Inconsists'l information on
"'"_""" ...... 00_<9.20 ).
Padilla, McKenzieand Shaw, Jr. (1986) used the Test of Graphing In SCience
(TOGS) to investigate the lin&-graphingability of students in~es seventtYough
twelve. The TOGS is a mu~ choice lest developed by McKenzieand PadiRa(1986)
to measuresubskJlIs necessaryfor linegraph constn.ction and ilterpretation. They
found thai the grade SEWe" and the grade eight stud9tlts scoredlower than the high
school students . Starting with the grade nines, an increaseIn the mean scores (with
the exception of grade eleven) was noted. Thestudentsperformed best on the
subsldlls of plotting points and determiningcoordinates, and mostpoorly on the
subskll1sof scaling axes and using a best rrt line.
Wavering {1989} used a test requirlng construction of Ur ee different line !?,~hs
with students in gradesslx through twelve. The responses W9f9 classified Into one 01
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nine calaga ies rang ing from no attempt to make a graph 10 a complete graph with a
statement altha relat ionship between the variables. The categories in between
representedincreasingly more successful attempts at ordering the data, scaling the
axes, and recognition of a relat ionship between the variables. Middle school students
generally gave responses In the first four categories while high school students gave
responses in categories live through nine.
OveraH,these studies indicated thai graph ing ability increased with grade level.
Studentswere persistent in their errors and had the mosl difficulty answering questions
requi ring high er level cognitive skills; namely those that require more than a literal
read ing of the graph . Furthermore. these problem s seem to exist for all the type s of
graph stuceo .
The onlycategory of graphs that have been studiedextensively is graphs of
physical phenomena(Kerslake, 1977; Bell & Janvier, 1981; Clement, 1985; Barclay,
1985; Clement, Mokros, & Schultz, 1985; Mokros & Tinker, 1987). Two major
categories of errors ha....e been noted in both school and collegepopulations. These
are confusing slope with hei9ht, and confusing the graph of an event with a picture of
the event. For example, Clement el at (1985) gave grade se....en and eight students a
problemdealing withgraphs of temperature ....s. l ime of day and found that they
confusedthe highest and lowestpoints on the graph with where lhe temperature was
rising or falling most rapidly. Mokrosand Tinker (1987) reported that many grade
seven and grade eight studentswhen asked to draw a speed 'IS.time 9raph for a
bicycle travellinguphill, downhill, and over a level stretch, simply drew a picture of a
hill. Microcomputer-basedlabs have been shown to be successful in reducing these
errors (Barclay, 1985; unn. Layman& Nachmias, 1987; Mokros & Tinker, 1987).
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Teaching of Graphing Skills
The literature contains advice on how to teach graph ing skills . For example, a
detailed "how to do it"approachto interprellng and constructing bar graphs,
pictographs, line graphs, and circle graphS was given by Hawkins (1980). This
included steps for the construction of the graphs followed by a strategy to teach
students how to Interpret graphs. The teach ing strategy Involved guiding students from
concrete, specific encounters with the data to those req uiring higher cognitive ability.
Guidance through this analyticprocess Is provided by the teacher asking questions
designed to Induce specific,; thinking tasks. The teaching strategyrequired four levels
of Questions, with the highestlevelrequiringstudents to summarize, concludeand
generalize from the data .
A study by Kauchak, Eggen and Kirk (cited in Eggen at aI. , 1978) supported the
idea that quostlons can be used to increase the amount learned from graphs, The use
01 structured questions 10induce specific thinking tasks is also supported by the NCTM
(1989) and formsthe basis of a recent elementary and middle school activity book by
Curcio (1989) fOfdeveloping graphing st<iI1s.
Weintraub (1967) In reviewing some ot the early wOl1ul on graphing concluded
thai the skills of reading and Interpreting from graphs must be taught. Furthermore, he
suggested a developmental sequencefor teaching the varioustypes of graphs. He
suggested starting with pictographs, then circle or pIe graphs, vertical bar graphs,
horizontal bar graphs, twodimensional graphs, and concluding with line graphs.
Padilla et al. (1986) wrote that graphing skills should be emphasized In both the
science and math cuniculum starting In the early grades. In particular, attention should
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be focused on graphingsubskillSthat are known to cause difficulty. Forexample,
students have difficulty scalingaxesand usinga best fit line.
Curcio (1987) suggestedlhat studentsshould be involvedIn graphingactivities
to buildand expand the relevantschemataneeded lor graphcomprehension.
SpecifICally, she recommendedlhal children shoukl collect their owndata, and should
be encouragedto verbalizethe relationshipsand patternsobservedin it.
Wavering (1989) suggested the teaching of graphing begin below the sixth
grade with seriation activities.one-to-onecorrespondenceactivities,and with
recognition of patterns, Formal graphingskills should be taught in the later grades
usIng data from studenlexperiments that can be graphed using the reasoning
processes that students are developing during that time.
The use of microcomputer·basedlabs with middle school studentsindicates
that graphing skills are Improvedwith their use (Barclay. 1985;Mokros & Tinker 1987;
Unn et aI., 1987). The results 01these studies indicated a decreaseIn errors wllh
graphs of physical phenomenawhen microcomputer-basedscience labs are used.
However,not all researchers supportthe use of microcomputersto facilitategraphing.
For example. Wavering (1989) stated ·with the increasing useof computersto
generate graphs for students. ifstudents are not given opportunitiesto work their way
through their own graphs. it could be that logical developmentand understandingof
graphing may be short-circuited"(p. 379).
While the teachingsuggestions are consistent wrth the Iimrtedresearch on
graphing, there Isa need for moreextensiveresearch to providea broader foundation
for Instructionaldevelopment,
'4
Familiarity of Topic Arrall98ment of Data and Scale
Familiarity of Topic
The Idea thai the familiarityof the topic of a graph canaffect understanding of
the graph has been acknowledged lor some time. The belief ltIat familIarity with the
topic Improvedgraph comprehension resultedin attempts Insome of the early studies
on the relativeeffectiveness of various data forms to control for familiarityof topic. For
example,Washburne(1927)usedgraphsand text on the economichistoryof Florence
In order that the topic might be equally unfamiliar to all students . In another study
Culbertson and Powers (1959) instructed students to answer from 1M graphs provided
and not from their prior knowledge of the topic.
The idea that students' graph comprehension Improves when the topic Is
familiar has been examloed empirically by Curcio (1981 ,1987) and Curcio and Smith-
Burke (1982).
Curcio(19Bl, 1987),shOwedthat familiaritywiltlthe graphtopicdoes contribute
10a students'ability to understanda graph. SpecificaHy, fourthgraders were foundto
rely moreon the topic of a ~raph for its meaningthan the seventhgraders. An
exploratorydesalptlve studyby CLKclo and Smith-Burke(1982)invoMng fourth and
seventhgraders providedadditionalinformationon howprior knowledgeof the graph
topic affectsgr-4)hcomprehension. Someaspectsof prior knowledgeof lhe graph
topic whichresulted in 8fT(lrS were: 1aI1ure to use priOrknowledgewhen required,use
of Inadequateprior knowledge,relyingsolelyon prior knowledgeand noton the graph,
and being led astray by prior knowledge. For example,on a graph showingthe
averagetime of sunoot forJune through09cember, a studentgave an Incorrect
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response by using prior knowledgeof the path of the sun setting. Being led astray by
this prior knowledge was promptedby 1M appearance of the graph which reminded
the student of the way the sun sets.
Studies on the understanding01graphs of physical phenomenahave indicated
Ihal students frequently makethe error of confusing the graph with a pictureof the
event. One interpretation of this error is that the students familiarity with the topic
interferes with their comprehension 01the graph. For example, Clement, Mokros and
Schultz (1985) sla led there is a "tenclancy 10incorrectly superimpose existing
knowledge about a physical phenomena upon a graphing problem" (p.1). Bell and
Janvier (1981) noted me same error and referred to the situation in the graphical
problem as a "distractor". They proposed that "graphs should be introduced and
analyzed in graphical termswithout reference to sjtuatlons" (p. 41).
Overall, there is evidence that familiarityal tha graph topicdoes affect graph
comprehonsion.
engement of Data
Predlcllng from data requires recognizing patterns or trends in the data. The
test of graphicacy used by Wainer (1960) and the Test 01Graphing In Science (TOGS)
used by Padilla, McKenzie, and Shaw Jr (1986) both included items which required
students 10detect trends shown in the data. It was a conclusion of both studies that
students had more difficulty with meeeitems than those that required a direct reading
of thE!graph. Specific details on the nature of these difficr!lties was not reported in
either sludy.
In an earlier study, Washburne (1927) pointed out that 'bolh the logical and
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visual arrangement of data have an Important effect on rearr li n9~ (p. 374). This
conclusion was reviewed by MacDonald·Ross (1977) and found to be justified.
There is limited evidence Ihat students have difticulties detecting patterns and
trends in data, and thaI the arrangementof the data has an effect on the students'
comprehension of the graph.
Kerslake (1977) was invo lved in a study of students' understanding of graphs
lor the project ConceptsIn SecondaryMathematicsand Science based at Chelsea
College, London. One of the questions on a graph ing lest given to students ~ged 12-
15 tested the students' responses to a change in scale. Students were presented with
three line graphs, two of which represented the same informa tion but with a change In
scala, and asked to select the two which represented the same information. Mostof
the incorrectresponseswere from those who chose the graphs with the greatest
superficial resemblance.
Padillaet at (1986) using the Test of Graphing in SCience(TOGS) found Ihat
for line graphsstudents were successfulon only 320/Qof the itemson ::leafing of axes.
Specificdetailson the nature of the difficulties were not reported. A studyby Wavering
(1989) showed that when middle school studentswere asked 10construct line graphs
from the dala given they madevirtually no attempt to scale on either axis of the graph.
Ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth graders efforts ranged from partially scaling to
complete scaling of the data on both axes.
Huff(1954) discussed how graphs can be used effectively10misrepresent data.
One specificaspect of the graph that was discussedwas scale, and he showed how
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cha nging the sca le of a graph can chang e the visua l appearancs of the data to the
pointwhere its message is misconstrued.
In conclusion, this review of the literature indicatesthat thereis vary little
research ongraphing, particularlyon bar graphs. The limited research available
indicates that studentshave difficultiesanswering questions that involve morethana
litera l reading of the graph , but does not g ive details of these difficulties . There is also
someevidencethat familiarityof the graph topic, arrangementoltha data, and scale
can affect students' comprehension of a graph. The present study ext ends the
previous research by providinga descriptionof specific errors in comprehending bar
graphs and the fact ors wh ich contr ibute 10 these error s. Furt her more, it provides
additionalinfol"matlonon the effectof familiarity 01topic , arrangement of thedata, and
scale on the understanding of the information conveyed by bar graphs.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGNAND PROCEDURE
The purpose of this study was to investigate students' understanding 01the
Information conveyed by bar graphs. This chapter describes how the research was
conducted and Includes a description of the population, sample, pilot study, procedure,
and method of analysis.
Population and Sample
The population for this study consisted of students altha grade four and grade
six level. Two local school boards ~"'Jvided a sample consisting of students from live
schools. One school was selected for the pilot study and the other four for the main
study.
The sample for the main study consisted of 121 students in grade lour and 127
students In grade six, The interview component was a subset of lhese students: :J5
from grade four and 37 from grade six.
The pilot study was conducted In November 1989. This phase involved 30
students in grade four and 46 studentsin grade six. All stucents completeda written
test designed bythe researcher to measurestudents' ability to read, Interpret, and
predict frombar graph displays. On the basis of their performance on the written test,
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fIVestudentsfromgrade four and six studentsfromgrade six were than selectedfor
follow-up interviews which were audiotaped.
The majoraims of the pilot study were:
1, To determineIf the allotted time for the test itemswas sufficient.
2. To determineif the wording of any specific itemscreateddifficultylor the
stUdents.
3. To determine il the overall level of difficulty of the lest items was
appropriate for the grade levelsconcerned.
4. To lorm a preliminaryerror categorizationsystem.
Following comp letion of the pilot study minor modifications in the format of some of tile
graphs weremade. Some graphs wereeliminated fromthe main study since they did
notprovideany additional infonnationto tha i obtainedfrom other graphs. An error
categorization systemwas formulatedand will be discussedunder the main study,
~
Studentsat all schoolswere awareIn advancethat they wouJcl be participating
Ina mathematicsresearch study. On meetingthe studentsthe researcher informed
them of the purposeof the study and that It involved a written componentand for some
studentsa short Interviewat a Ialer date.
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Written compo ....nt
FolIowtng the initial briefing. a writt9fllast was administered by the researcher.
Each indMduaItest consisted ot foo' bar graphs with Ityee quest ions per graph. Once
they had received the papersstude nts were told to examine eachgraph carefully and
to answer as many questions as they could. They were advised 10move on to the
next question or graph if they had prolonged difficulty with any part of the test
The lasts were compiled in such a manner that twenty subsets of four aline
twelvegraphs used in the study were ordered seven different ways. This was done to
minimize any schooling effect as well as any possible boredom effect.
Interviews
After the lests had been completed an initial perusal of IhG written responses
was made and stuclents selected for interv iew. The selection was made so that a
variety of different responses were chosen 10ootain as complete a spectrum of resull:s
as possible . The interviews were audiotaped , did not normal ly eltCEl8dfifteen minutes,
and werecooduetedwithin three school days from the dale of the lest .
Allhe start of lhe interview students were told by the researcher that they
would be taken through the test and asked 10explain their answers. The studenl's
written lest was then placed in frontof himjher, The questions were read out loud by
the interviewer with the students supplying answers and expJanatlons for the answers.
II the students appeared frustrated with a question cr engaged in tong periods of
silence they were given the option of proceeding to the next question, In SOI11€4 cases
thestudents were asked additional questions to thOseon the paper. These questions
generallypertained to the reasonableness01the answer given Of ~aphing In general.
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Initially the type and nature of theerrors were categorized according to the
error categorization system developed fromthe pilot study. After this initial
categorization the errors were analyzed within Davis's framethEKll)'. Finally, the
researchquestions were answered.
OuestIon 1: What difficulties do grade four and grade six students have in reading,
interprelingand predicting from bar graphs?
The overall mean success rates of each grade for the read, Interpret, and
predict Questions werecalculated. The major errortypes for each queeucn calegory
were summarized in terms of Davis's frametheory.
que stion 2: What diffef'encesexist betweengradefour and grade six students' ability
to read, Interpret and pred ict from bat graphs?
A comparisonof the mean success rates of each grade for the read, Interpret,
and predict questions was made. The similarities and diffl:>fences in the majorerror
types for each questioncategory were noted.
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Error Categoriz ation System
Read ing'!anguage or Co mPUtation Errors (AIC)
Read ing-language Erro rs
a) Student does not understand the question.
Example: When the total is required the largest frequency is given inst ead.
b ) Student incorrectly reads values from the graph,
Example: The value 350 Is read from the graph as 330.
Compu tation Error s
C) Studentuses the wrong operation.
Example: Values rom the graph are added instead of subtracted.
d) Student makes an &ITOI'in performing the required operation.
Example: 500 ·300. 100
Graph -based Errors (G)
a) Student does not attend10scale.
Example: Each horizontalspaceor guidelineis countedas one unil. No
referenceIs made 10the scareIndicated on the vertical axis.
b) Other scale errore.
Example: Each horizontal space or guideline Iscounted as represen ting 10 em
Instead of 20 em.
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c) Studentdoes not understandthat it Is sometimespossibleto predict from
graphs.
Example: An answer of "No, because it Is not there (on the graph)" is given 10
predictquestions.
d) Studentdoes not makea predictionwhenone !s warranted by the graph topic
and the pattern in the data.
Example : A prediction for a child's allowance In 1990 (pattElfned allowance
data for 1986·1989 was given) is not made.
9) Studentforcesa patternon the data and followsit when asked a predict
question.
Example: When laced with non-patterneddata a ·pattern~ is made up. A value
tor an item not shownon the graph is obtainedbVfollowingthis pattern.
Student follows an existing pattern in the data when either the graph topic does
not allow tor prediction or the outcome would not be reasonable.
Example: By following a pattern In the data a value Is obtained for the height of
a len-yearold heightwhich is greater than thai shownof a nineteen-year old.
gj Studentbelieves the absence of a pattern Is the SOlbreason for their Inability to
predict froma non-panemec graph even though the graphtopic doesnot enow
for prediction.
Example: An answerof "No, becausethere Is no panern" Is given to a
questionasking if It Is possible10predict a value for an item nol shown on the
graph. The studentstatesthat a value could neve beenobtainedhad the data
been patterned.
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h) Student sees the graph as a picture .
Example: Each bar In the graph is seenas a pictureof an item suchas a tree.
Othergraph errors Involvingpatternnot IncludedIn a-h above.
Example: Refusalto predict a correct value for an hen not shownon the graph
on the basis that It wouldbreak an existingpattern In the data.
Topic ErrofSm
a) Students misuse their priorknowledge of the topic In their attempts to predict
from lhegraph.
Example: Torontois a large city, so any numericalvalues associatedwith the
city willalso be large.
b' Student believes their lack of prior knowledge 01the topic results In their
inabilityto predict fromthe graph.
Example : Not having visited Toronto, it Is not possible to predict any values
associated withthe city .
Unexplained Error
Studentgivesan Incorrectanswerwhlctl does not fit any 01the abovecategories.
Theseerrors wereoften unexplainableby the studentsthemselvesduring their
Interview.
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Incomo!e!e answer
a) Student gives the desired yes response 10the predict question but does not
indicatea value,
Example: An answerof yes it Is possible10predict Jane'sallowanceIn 1990 is
given, but the 1990allowancevalueis not supplied.
b) Studentgives the desiredno responsebut with insufficient9Kplanatlon.
Example: "No, because it Is too hard" and "No, because I don't know·,
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSISOF DATA
The purposeof thIsstudywas 10investigategrade fourand gradesIx students'
comprehension of the inlcrmallon conveyed by bar graphS. This Chapter presents the
analysis of the data In three parts. The first summarizes student performance on the
twelve graphsusing the error categorizationsystemdescribedin Chapler III and
Includesa descriptionof the errors. The second describesthe major types of errors In
terms of Davis's frame theory. The IIna1 section examinesthe data In terms of the
stated research questions.
SummaryofStudentPerformanceon IndividualGraphs
To check the reliabilityof the researcher'scodIng the follOWing procedurewas
undertaken. A random sample of 30 graphs (15 selected randomly from each of grade
four and grade siX),togetherwith the coding schemewere given to a colleague. The
colleaguecodedthese graphsIndependentlyof the researcherand thencompared the
results. This resuttedIn an Intercoderreliabilityof 88%.
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JANE'S ALLOWANCE
The following graph shows Jane' s allowance for the last four years.
•6.00,--------------,
....01---- - - ---- ---- -1
ss.ool------- --- - - - ----j
.4.501---------
Allowan ce $4.001- -------
.3.501-- - - --
in dollars 13.001-- - - - -
$2 .50
12 .00
'1.50
11 .00
' 0 .60
'0.00
IGS£. 1987 1988 1989
1. In what year wasJallll's allowance $3.501__
2. How much more allowance did Jane get in 1988 than in 19861 __
3. Can you tell what Jene's allowance is in 19901
Circle YES NO .
If you circled YES, draw the bar fer Jane's . lIowance in 1990 on the graph
and explain your answer. _
If you circled NO. explain why you circled NO. _
Figure1. GraphI Jane's Allowance (patterned)
This graph shows allowancein a panerned formal (See Figure 1).
Interviews: Grade Jour· i 5 Grade 51K-12
Question 1. (Read)
Results:
Table 1
Graph I LiteralReading Question
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Response
CorraetAnswer
A/C - a
A/C ·b
No response
Grade Four
(n-55)
53 (96%)
1 (2%)
1 ( 2%)
Grade Six
(0- 57)
55 (96%)
1 ( 20/0)
1 ( 2'\)
Very fewstudents had difficultyat the literal level, with 960/0of the grade four
students and 96% of the gradesix studentsobtaining thecorrectanswer (Bee
Table 1).
Question2. (Interpret)
Results:
The most common reading·languageerror was to give either the allowance
value for 1986 or 1988 (A/Coa), (16% grade four;4% grade sbe) with a few students
saying 1987 or both values (See Table 2). A small percentageof students made
computationalerrors,either addingInstead of subtracting(R/C-c) or makingother
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Table 2
Graph I Interpret Questio n
Response Grade Four' Grade Six'
(n-55) (n-57)
Correct Answer 26 (47%) 48 (84%)
A/C -a 10 (18%) 3 ( 5%)
R/C · c 3 (5%)
RIC-c 2( 4%) 1 ( 2tVo)
G -a 3(5%) 2( 4%)
G -b 7(13%) 1 (2%)
Unellplalned error 3(5%) 1(20/0)
No response 1 ( 20/. ) 1 ( 20/0)
" Totll noI 100% ckleto rotJ'ldlng.
computationalerrors (A/Cod).
All the graph based errcrs Involved scale, Five percenl of grade four and 4% of
grade six students indicatedthat they hadnot attended to scale (G-a)but had,instead,
counted the horizontal spaces or guidelinesfor the interval 1986·1988saying the
answer was $4.00. Thus, they counted each space as a unit of one dollar. The
Interviews revealed anotherscaleerror (G·b) in which studentsadded all or some01
the valueson 1M verticalaxis. Some previouslyunexplained larger values were then
placed In this categOf)'which then accClunted for 13% of the grade four errors
comparedto only 2o/aof the grade six errors.
Ov8f'a." the grade four studentsperformedpoorly on this question
(47% correct) relative to the grade six students (84% correct). The poorer
performanceof the grade fours appears to be due to their difficultyUnderstanding the
questionand theirditfk"llty with scale.
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Question3. (Predict)
Results:
Table 3
Graph I PredictQuestion
Response GradeFour
(n-55)
Grade Six'
(n-57)
6(11 %)
1 (2%)
1 (2%)
2(4%)
1 (2%)
46(81 %)
3(5%)
2(4%)
42 (76%)
1 ( 2%)
7(13%)
Correct Answer
RIC · b
G - c
G -d
lncomplete - a
Unexplainederror
No response
° Total nol 100% due 10roundlng.
The majorityof students, 76% of grade four and 81% of grade six students,had
no difficultypredictingJane's allowancein 1990 to be $5.50 (see Table 3), Both In
their writtencommentand In the interviews, however, II was clear that not all students
had been attendingto the scale of the graph. This was evidencedby commentssuch
as "thegraph goes up by two spaces·, "her allowance goes up $2,00·,"11went up
three (lines)", and "herallowanceincreases fiftycents" as explanationsfor how lhey
arrivedat the correctanswer,
Almostall graph based errors were a responseof the form "Nc, because 1990
is notshownon the graph" (0-<:)which was givenby 13% of the grade fours and 11%
of the grade sixes. In Interviews when studentswere encouragedto re-examinethe
graph, somestill insisteda prediction was not possibleor spoke of the pattern andan
uncertaintyof whetherto follow II. For example,one student sald "she could get $5,50
but I am not sure". The only othergraphbased errorwas a responseby a student
that "many answerswere possible" (God) ,
Overall, studenlsin both grades performedwell on this question.
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JANE'S ALLOWANCE
The following graph shows Jane 's allowance fer the tast fou r years.
16.00.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
15.50f-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -I
.5.0 f-------- - - -----I
14.501- - - - - - - - - - - - - --1
Allowance .4.001-------- -
13.s0f-- - - - -
in dollars $3.00f-- - - - -
.2.56f------
$2.00
' 1.5 0
' 1. 00
10 .5 0
so.oo
1986 1987 1988 1989
1. In what yearwas Jane's allowance n .SO? __
2. How much more allowance did Jane get in 1988 than in 19861 __
;j. e lln you tell what Jane's allowa nce is in 19901
Circle YES or N O.
Ifyou circled YES, draw th e bar for Jane 's allowan ce in 1990 on t he graph
and explain your answer. _
H je u circled NO, explain why you circled N O . _
Figure2. Graph11 Jane's Allowance (non-patterned)
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This graph Is a non-pattemed \lersOOof Graph I. Theaccompanyingquestions
are thesame(see FIgure2).
InterViews: GradeIour·16 Gradesix·20
Que stion 1. (Read)
Results:
Table4
Graph II Uleral ReadingQuestion
Response
CorrectAnswer
RIC • •
RIC -b
Grade FotJ"
(n-55)
52 (95%)
1 ( 2%)
2(4%)
GradeSix
(n-58)
58 (100%)
· TtJIel nac l~ OJe IO II;JI"I1ding.
Theresuls of this question are given in Tab le 4 and were similarto thoSe in
Graph I, with students performing very wel
Question 2. (Interpret)
Results:
The percentage of students In eachgradewhogave ecnect answersaregiven
10Table 5 and wassimilar to that in Graph I.
Aswas the case In Graph I, the mostcommonerror wasgiving the allowance
figll'9 for etther1986 or 1988(RJC-al. Some computational errors(RJC-d)wereagarn
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TableS
Graph II InterpretQuesllon
Response
CorrectAnswer
RIC-a
RIC - d
G -a
G - b
Unexplained error
No response
GradeFour'
(n-55)
25 (45%)
6(11%)
2 (4%)
14 (25%)
3 ( 50/0)
3(5%)
2(4%)
GradeSix
(n0 56)
46 (79%)
4 ( 7%)
3(5%)
2(3%)
3 (5%)
° Totalnot100%llue lo l'OlJ"dlng.
present but the errorof addingthe 1988 and1985allowance, (RIC-c),notedIn Graph I
wasnotpresent.
As in Graph I, all graph basederrorswerescale errors. Most noticeable here
wasthat 25% of the gradefour students compared to only 5% of the gradefour
studentsOIlGraphI did notattend to the scale(G-a). Most of the studentswho did
notaU9nd10scalegave an Incorrectanswerof $5.00.with a few saying$4.00or
$6.00. The interviews revealed thatstudentshad obtainedthese answersby counting
correctlyor incorrectly either the horizontal spacesor guidelinesonthe graphlor the
intarvaI 19BS·19BB.
Overall,the gradefourstudentsperformed poorlyon thisqueslion (45%
correct)relativeto the gradesix students (79%correct). Ttle gradefoursmadefar
moreerrors of the form(G-a), 25%, comparedto only3% for the grade sixes.
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Question3. (Predict)
Results:
Table6
Graph II PredictQuestion
Response
CorrectAnswer
R/C·a
G·.
G· •
T • •
Incomplete - b
No response
GradeFour
("-55)
10 (18%)
8(15 %)
29 (53%)
3(5%)
1 (2%)
" , 7%)
GradeSix·
(n"58)
11 (19%)
2 (3 %)
8(14%)
28 (48%)
7(12 %)
2 ( 3%)
° TllIalnoI l 00%OJe to romdlrg.
Studentshaddifficultywiththis questiC!n withonly18% of gradetourstudents
and 19%of gradesix studentsgiving thecorrectanswer(SeeTable6), Thosewho
gavethe correctanswergavereasonssuchas "because thereis no pattern","each
year herallowance goesup a differentamount","It mightbe anywhere", Theactual
SUCC9SSrate for this questionmightbe higheras etaternenta suchas No, I don't
know', "No, ii's too hard", and"No, becauseyoucan't leU", wereclassifiedas
Incomplete, However, the overallpertormancewouldhalJestill beenpoor.
A smallpercentage, 3%, of gradesix studentsanswered bothyes andno,
Whilethese studentswerenot amongthoseInterviewedtheirresponsewas Interpreted
as an Indication that they had not understoodthequestion(R/C-a),
Therewere15o/c of thegrade fourstudentsand 14% of the grade sixstudents
who Indicated that it was not possibleto obtainan answerbecause1990 wasnot on
3.
the graph (Goc). These figures were similar to those seen in Graph I. The most
commongraph-based9rT01" was to give a value for the 1990 allowance. There were
53% of the grade lour studentsand 48% of the grade six studentswho were willing to
give the allowance (G-8). These students thought that the data showed a pattern that
should be followed. Many of them elaborated on the pattern they had found making
Incorrectstatementssuch as -it goes up $0.50 a year" and "it 90&s up $1.50 a year",
Somestudents usedan Increaseof $0.50 on the basisof examiningthe 1988-89
increase. One 01the more ingeniousattemptsat creatinga pattern was to note that
Increments of one, two and three spaces between the bars had already been used so
the increment 10obtain the 1990 allowance was lour spaces. In the interv iews
studentsoftenpersistedwith these·patterns· (somequiteconfidentlyand others rather
hesitatingly), or staledthat theycouldnot explaintheanswerthey had given. For
6>lample, one studentstaled· Fivedollars. I'm not sure If this is right. I think the
patternwent2,3,1and then startsat 2 again".
AlthoughGraphI andGraphII were both allowancegraphstopic errors were
madeonlyon GraphII. Fora smallpercentageof grade lour students,5%, theirprior
knowledgeof the topic interferedwiththeir comprehension of the graph (T-a). One
studentstatedhe thoughtof a realallowancebeforegiving an answerof $5.50. The
otherstudentsgaveanswersof $4.50, one basedon the assumption that "as she gets
olderher allowancedoesnct jncreaseas much", theotherbasedon the assumption
thatJane wouldbe doing morechores8f1dconsequently "a littlebit more work for a
littlebit morepay".
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0veraI . the performanceof grade fol' and g-ade six students on this question
was poor . The major error types and percentage of these 84'TCll'S tor each grade was
milar.
3'
TREES PLANTED
T"~ following gtap ll shows the number of eaeh type of t ree plant ed in a town
in England bya forutry group .
600,.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
550f--- - ----- - - - - - - 1
500
450
Number of 400
350
Trees Planted 300
250
200
150
100
SO
o
Lar ch Spruce Fir Pi ne
1. Howmany fir trees were planted ? __
2. What was the total number of trees plilnted? _ _
3. Elmtreeswerealso planted. Can you tellhow many elmtrees wereplanted?
Circle YES NO.
If you circled YES, draw the bar for the elm trees on the grlph and explain
your answer. _
If youcircled NO , explainwhy you circled NO . _
Figura 3. Graph III Trees Planted (patterned)
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This graph shows a patterned arrangement of the number 01 tot. types of trees
planted (see Ftgure 3).
Interviews: Grade four·16 Grade six-14
Question 1. (Read)
Results:
Table 7
13raph III uteral Reading Ol;9stlon
Response Grade FOlA'" Grade Sbr:
(n-55) (n-58)
Correct Answer 52(95%) 57 (98%)
G-a 1 ( 2%) 1 (2%)
G· . 2(4%)
Vert few studerts had difficultyat the literal jeve t with95% 01the grade fOlX
students and 98% of the grade six students obtaining the correctanswer (See
Table 7). The few erroB were graph based errors . An answ9l' of 6. obtained from
counting the numbet'01horizontalspacescomprising the fir bar (G-al was seen at both
grade levels. Perceiving the bar for the number of fir treesas depicting a tree (G·h)
result ing In answer of one, only occurred at the grade four level.
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Question2. (Interpret)
Results:
Table e
GraphIII Interpret OutJstlon
Response
CorrectAnswer
R/C -a
R/C · d
G·.
G·b
G· h
UnexplainedMOl'
No response
Grade Four·
(n-55)
2. (51%)
12 (22%)
6 (11 %)
2( 4%)
'. ; 2%)
2 (4%)
1 (2%)
3 (5%)
GradeSix
(n-S8)
42 (72% )
4(7%)
3(5%)
2(3%)
4(70/0)
3(5%)
,
f• •
·ToIal ool l 00%due lo rotn:llng.
This questionrequitedstudentsto add, unlikethe InterpretquestionforGraph I
and Graph II which requiredstudentsto subtract. The resultsaregiven in Table 8.
A commonreading-language errorwas to give thelargestnumber01trees
planted,SOO, (RIC-a),(22%gradefour; 70/0 grade sIx). Thestudents' lad( of
understandingof the wordtotal wasevidentduring interviewsas theycontinuously
pointedto the highestpointon the graph. Computationalerrors alsooccurred(RIC'd),
(11% grade four; 5% gradesix).
A small percentageof studentsmadethe graph basederrorsat not attendingto
scale (G-a). otherscaleerrors(G-b),or perceived the graphas a picture (G-h).
Overall, the gradefa1M' studentsperformedpoorly on this question
(51%correct) relativeto the gradesix students (72%correct). The poorer
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performance of the grade lour studentsappears to be due 10 their greater difficulty with
the wordtotal.
Question3.
Results:
Table 9
Graph lit PredIct:Question
Response GradeFour Grade Six
(n-55) (n-58)
Correct Answer 2 { 4%) 4( 7%)
RIC· a 1 (20/0)
O ·c 9(16%) 10 (170/0)
O ·f 38 (690/0) 41(71 %)
T· b 1(2%)
Incomplete- b 2( 3%)
Noresponse 4(1%) 1( 2%)
Veryfew studentsat each gradelevelgave the correctanswer (See Table 9).
Most studentsdidnot realizethat despitethepattern In the data, the number01aim
trees couldnot be determined. Studentswhogave the correctanswergave reasons
such as 'well who knows but who plants them", and "there oouldbe any amount
planted", 10 support thei r answer. Included In this category wasa grade six student
who when explaining his a~swer staled that the answer could not be one of the values
already onthe graph.
There were16% of the gradefolM'students and11% of the gradesix students
who incllcatedthatIt was notpossibleto obtainan answerbecause elmtrees werenot
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shownon the graph (G-c). The mostcommongraph based errorwas to give a value
for the numberof elm treesplanted(G·f), There were 69% ollhe gradefour students
and 71% of the grade sixstudentswhogavesuch a value. MostQfthesestudents
followedthe pattern In the data and gavean answer of 100. A smannumberof
studentscontinuedthe 'pattem' in the otherdirectionand gavean answer of 600. and
somegaveother valueswhichtheydid nol explain.
The only topicerrornotedwas that of a grade lour studentwho staled thai he
couldnotanswer the questionbecausehe had never seen anelm tree (Tob).
Overall,both gradesperformed poorlyon this question,with the majorerror
typesand the percentageof these errors for each grade beingsimilar.
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TREES PLANTED
T he following graph shows th e numbe r of each type of tree plante d in it tow n
in England by it forestr y group.
600,-- - - - --- - - - - - -.,
550f-- - - - - - - - - - - -- --j
500
4.0
Number of 4 00
350
Trees Planted 3 00
2.0
200
150
100
.0
o
Pine Larch Fir Speece
1. How many fir tr ees were plnted? __
2. W hat was the t ot al number of trees planted? _ _
3. Elm trees werealso planted. Can you te llhowmanyelmtreeswereplanted?
Circle YES or NO.
If you cirdtdYES, draw the bar for t he elm tre es on the graph end explain
your answer. _
If youcircledNO . explain why you circled N O. _
Figure 4. Graph IV Trees Planted (non·patterned)
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This graph is a non-patternedversion 01Graph Ill. The accompanying
questions are the same(SeeFigure 4).
Interviews: Grade 'ou(-15 Grade six-17
Question 1. (Read)
Results:
Table 10
Graph rv LitoralReading Question
Response GradeFour" Grade Six
(no 55) (0-51)
CorrectAnswer 42 (76%) 54 (95%)
RIC - b 3(5%)
G -a 4(7%) 2( 3%)
G · h 3(5%)
Unexplainederror 2(4%)
Noresponse 1 ( 2%) 1(2%)
" TotalnOl100%c1Je to roo,n:llng.
Table10 showsthat studentsat the grade four level had a lower successrate
than in Graph III (96% correct)with 76% obtaining the correct answer. As In Graph III,
very taw grade six studentshad any difficultywnh95% obtainingthe correctanswer.
The error 01incorrectlyreadingthe value from the graph (R/C·b) was madeby
5%of the gradefour studentswho gaveIncorrectresponsesof 35, 330, and 300.
Thegraph basad errorswere the sametype as for Graph111, not attendingto
scale(G·a) and perceiving the graph as a picture(G·h).
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Question 2. (Interpret)
Results:
Table 11
Graph IV InterpretQuestion
Response
Correct Answer
A/C -a
A/C-d
G -.
G-b
G-,
Unexplained error
No response
Grade Four-
(n0 55)
22 (40%)
19 (35%)
4 ( 7%)
1 (2%)
2( 4%)
4 (7%)
1 ( 20/0)
2 ( 4%)
Grade Six
(n- 57)
39 (68%)
7(12%)
4 ( 70/0)
3 (5%)
1 (2%)
1( 20/0)
1 (2%)
1( 20/0)
° TotaJ001100% due 10 roundlJlg.
Table 11 shows that students at the grade lour level had a lower success rate
than In Graph III (51% correct; with 40% obtaining the correct answer. The percentage
of grade six studentsobtaining the correctanswer was 68% and similar to that on
Graph III (72% correct).
As was the case In Graph III, students had difficulty with the meaningof the
word total (AlCoa) and also made computationalerrors (RIC-d).
As In Graph III students made Ihe graph based errors of not attending to scale
(G-a), other scale errors (G-b), or perceiving the graph as a picture (G-h). Students
who gave an answer of 4 were categorized as perceiving the graph as a picture
although those who madedlneront errors in quesllon 1 might have misunderstood and
given the total type of trees.
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Overall, the grade four studentsperformedplXlI"ly00 this question (40%
correct) relative to the grade six students (68% correct) . As was the case inGraph III
the grade fours were hindered by their lack of understandingof the word total.
Question 3. (Predict)
Results:
Table 12
Graph IV Predict Question
Response Grade Four' Grade Six'
(n-55) (n-57)
Correct Answer 2(4%) 3(5%)
RIC - a 3 ( 5%) 2(4%)
G - c 13 (24%) 12(21 %)
G · • 6 (29%) 10(16 %)
G og 8 (15%) 17 (30%)
T · a 1 (2%)
T · b 2(4%)
Incomplete - b 5(9%) 8 (14%)
Noresponse 6(11%) 4( 7%)
° Tot8Inol:100%ltJe lo rtll,Rllng.
Studentshad difficulty with this question withonly 40/001the grade four
students and 5% of the gradesix studentsobtainingthe correctanswer (See
Table 12). The actual successfor this question mighthavebeen higherbecauseas
for othergraphsstatementssuchas 'Nc, rdon't know·and "No, you can't lell" were
categorized as Incomplete althOugh the overallsuccessratewouldhavestili been
"0'''.
A few students at each grade level did not understand the question (R/c-a) .
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These students either stated they did not understand the ques tion , or qave an
Inappropriate response such as making reference to the height of trees.
There were 24% al tha grade lou r students and 2 1% of the grade six studen ts
who indicatedit wasnot possible to obtain an answer becauseelm trees were not on
the gra ph (G-c). The most common error was to givs a value for the number 01 elm
trees planted. There were 29% of the grade four ctudents and 18% of the grade shl,
students who gave such a valu e (G·a). Mos t of these stude nts thought the data
showed a pattern that should be followed. ln the interviews they either persisted with
incorrect statements abou t patte rns they had found Of'could not exp lain what they had
done.
Another graph based erro r was the students' belief Ihallhe absence of a
pattern was the sole reason lor their inability to lind an answer (Gog). There were 15%
of the grade lour studentsand 29% of the grade six students who madethis error with
those whowere interviewedstating that they could havefound an answer if there had
been a pattern in the data.
A small percentage of students made topic errors, either being misledby the
topic (T·aj or believing that their lack of knowledgeof the topic was a hinderancejT-b).
One studentgavea value for the number of elm trees based on her understandingof
the suitabilityof English weather for growing trees. The other students decidedthey
could not give an value for the number of elm trees becausethey did not know what
elm trees were.
OVerall, both grades performedpoorly on this question.
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BOXES OF WIDGETS
The following graph shows the number of boxes of Widgets that wett made
in each offo ur cities in 1988.
•OO~-------------..,
800f-- - - - - - - - - - - - - --1
7001---------
Numb er or 600 f-- - - - - - - -
5001----- -
Boxes or Widg ets
400f- ----
city A city B city C city D
1, In which city WI ! 100boxes of Widgets made?__
2. How many more boxes of Widgets were made in city 0 tha n in city A?
3. A fifth city, city E. also made Widgets in 1988. Can you tell how many
boxes of Widgets were made in city E? Circle YES NO .
If ycucircled YES, draw the bar for Widgets made in city E o n the gra ph
a nd expl. in your a nswer. 1
Ifyoucircled NO. t ll.plain why youcircled NO. 1
Figure 5. Graph V Boxes of Widgets by Lettered City (pa tterned)
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This graph shows a patterned anangement of the number01Wldgbls produced
by cities A, 8 . C. and D (see Ftgur9 5) .
Interviews: Grade four·12 Grade six· 15
Question 1. (Read )
Results:
Table13
Graph V Uteral Reading Question
Response
CorrectAnswer
Grade FOlK
("331
33(1"""1
Grade Six
(""'34)
34 (100% )
Students had no diffICUlty with this question. with all of the students obtaining
the correcl answer(See Table 13).
Ouestion 2. (Interpret)
Results:
Table 14 shows that reading-language and computalion errors were seen only
at the grade lour level. Nine percent altha students obtalneclan answer 01700
(RIC-d). Interviews showed that the students were Incorrectly·countlng on" fromcity A
to city D. As seen In other graphs, students often counted the horizontal guidelines, In
this case startingwith the one marking the top of the bar lor city A.
The onlygraph basederror was not attending to scale(l3-a). Thlrty·six percent
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Table 14
GraphV Inlerpret Question
Response
Correct Answer
R/C- a
A/C -d
G -a
Unexplainederror
No response
Grade Four"
(n- 33)
14 (42%)
1 (3%)
3( 9%)
12 (36%)
1( 3%)
2( 6%)
Grade Six
(n-34 )
27 (79%)
6 (18%)
1 (30/c)
• Tolal IlOl 100% 00810 rotrodlng .
of the grade lour and 18% of the grade six students obtainedan answer of 6 or 7 by
"counting on" but not attendingto scale.
Overall, the grade four students performedpoorly on Ihls question (420/0
correct) compared to the grade six students (79% correct). The grade lours made far
more errors 01not attendingto scale (G-a) than th'" -; . ;... ." .-.)'
Question 3. (Predict)
Results:
Only a few grade six studentsobtainedthe correct answer (See Table 15).
These studentsrealizedthat despite the patternin the data, the number of boxes of
Widgetsmade in city E could nol be determined.
There were 12% oltha grade four studentsbut only 2%of the grade alx
students who indICated it wasnot possible to determinethe answerbecausecity E was
not shown on the graph (G-c). The most commonerror was to give a value lor the
number of Widgets madein city E (G-f). Therewere 72% of the grade four and 85%
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Table 15
Graph V PredictQuestion
Ro"""""
CorrectAnswer
G - c
G.f
Incomplete ° b
Noresponse
Grade Fou"
10-331
4 (12%)
24(72%)
1 ( 3%)
4(120/0)
Grade Six'
(n-34 1
2 ( 6%)
1 ( 2%)
29 (85%)
1 (3%)
1 (3%1
° Total not100'¥0due 10rD\Ildlng.
of the grade six students whogave such a value. Nearly all of these students followed
the pattern in the data and gavean answer of 900 witha few studentsgiving an
answerof 800. The explanations ela.borating on theseanswersoften contained
i1correctstatements about the topic and scaleof the graph, perhapsIndicatingthe
students werepreoccupied with the visual appearance of tt1edata. Forexample,
"everyone is 2 fI:tal so, II.meansit is 900", -eachely makes$200 more", "in each city
there are 3 mcr'8 bOxes", and"each city makes twiceas muchas the onebefore-,
Overall, bOthgrade!:perlormed extremelypoortyon thisquestion.
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BOXES OF WIDGETS
The following graph shows the number of boxes of Widgets that were made
in eeeh of four cities in 1988.
000,--------------,
8001- ----- - --- - - - --1
700 f-- - - --- - -
Numb er of 6001-- - - - - ---
500f-- ----
Boxe s of W idgets
400
city A city n city C city D
1. In which city wn 700 boxes of Widgets made? __
2. How many more boxes of Widgets were made in city 0 than in city A1
3. A fifth city, city E. also made Widgets in 1988. Can yo u tell how many
boxes of Widgets were made in city E? Circle YES NO .
If you circled YES. draw the bar for Widgets made in city E on the graph
and explain yOUT answer. 1
If you circled NO , explain why you circled NO. 1
Figure 6. Graph VI Boxes of Widgets by Lenered City (non-patterned)
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This graph is a noo-patterned version of Graph V. The accompanying
questions are the same (see Figure6).
Interviews: Grade lour-12 Grade six·10
Question 1. (Read)
Results:
Table 16
GraphVI Literal ReadingQuestion
Response
Correct Answer
Grade Four
(n-33)
33 (1000/0)
GradeSix
(n-34)
34 (1000/0)
As in GraphV studentshad no difficultywith this questionwith all students
obtaining the correctanswer (see Table 16).
Question2. (Interpret)
Results:
Table 17 showsthat a smallpercentageof studentsmadereading-language
errors and gave inappropriateresponses(RIC-a), or madecomputationerrors (A/C-d)
by incorrectly using the Wcounting on- technique.
As was the case in GraphVI the only graph based error wasnot attendingto
scale (G·a). There were 24% of the grade four studentsand 29%01the grade six
students who madethls error.
Table 17
GraphVI Interpret Question
Response Grade Four Grade Six
(0-33) (n-34)
CorrectAnswer 19(58 %) 23 (58%)
R/C ·a 2(6%)
R/C ·d 1 (3%) 1 ( 3%1
G-a 8(2 4%) 10 (290/0)
Unexpla ined error 1 (3%)
No response 2( 6%)
Question 3. (Predict)
Results :
Table 18
GraphVI PredictQuestion
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Response
CorrectAnswer
RIC·a
G -.
G-.
G -g
Incomplete· b
No response
Grade Four'
(n-33)
2(6%)
1 (3%)
3(9%)
16(48 %)
6(18%)
3(9%)
>'(6%)
Grade Six'
(n-34)
1 ( 30/0)
7(21 %)
20 (59%)
2(6%)
4(1 2%)
" Total noI l00'!&due 10 1'OtI'ICI!ng.
Studentshad difficultywith this question with only a small percentag9of
students giving the correct answer (See Table 18). As In other graphs , the students
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who stated"' don't~. and "I can' tell" had their answerscategorized as
Incomplete.
As was thecase i'l Graph V, some students (9% grade tour; 21% grade six )
lndicalad it was notpossbIe to determine an answerbecausecity E wasnot shown on
the graph (G~I . Themost commonerror was to give a value lor the nurroer of boxes
of WIdgets made In city E (G~l . There were 48% of the grade lour studentsand 59'%
01the grade six students whogave such a value. Mostof these students thought the
dala showed a pattern whiCh should be followed. All but a lew grade six students
gave answers of 800 or 900, Ie values which continued the increasing trend. As in
other non-pattemed graph S most students tr ied to describe the patterns they had seen,
while others gave no clear explanationfor their aoswElI". For example, one student
8)CINioedan answerof 800 by writing · .•.it goes 1,3.1.2. and then it would drop down
to 1 again", As In Graph V, students' explanations often contained WK:orrecl
statements about topic andscale .
Another graph based error was students' beliefs that the absence of a pattern
was the SOlereason lor their Inabi lityto obtain an answer (Gil). TheI'ewere 18% 01
tile grade four students and6% 01the grade six students who madethis error.
Overall. bothgrades performedextremely poorly on this question.
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BOXES OF WIDGETS
The following graph shows th e numbe r of boxes of Widgets that were made
in eac h of St . J ohn's, Ha lifax, Winnipeg, and Vancou ver in 1988.
000,-- - - ------- ---,
800f-- - - - ----- - - - --J
70 0f--- - - - - - -
Number o f 60 0f------- - -
500f-- -- -
Boxes of W idgets
400f------
St. John 's Ha lifax W innipeg Vanco u ver
1. In which city was700 boxesof Widgets made? __
2. How many more boxn of Widgets were made in Winnipeg t han in
HalifaK? __
3. Widgets were also made in Toronto in 1988. Can you tell how many boxes
of Widgets were made in Toronto? Circle YE S N O.
If you circled YES , draw the bar for Widgets made in Toronto on th e
gra ph and explain your answer. 1
If you circled NO , explain why you circled NO. 1
Figure 7. Graph VII 80)(9Sof Widgets by City Name (patterned)
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This graph is similarto GraphV except that real place names are used lor the
cities (See Figure 7).
Interviews: Grade four-7 Grade slx·8
Questioo1. (Read)
Results:
Table 19
GraphVII literal Reading Question
Response Grade Four Grade Six
(n-33) (n- 35)
CorrectAnswer 30(91 %) 34 (07%)
NQ - a 3(9%)
No response 1 ( 3%)
Studentshad little difficultywith this question with 91% of thegrade lour
studentsand 97% of the grade six studentsobtaining the correctanswer (See
Table 19).
Question 2, (Interpret )
Results:
The most commonerror was the graph basad error of not attending to scale
(O-a) which was made by 30% 01the gradefour studentsand 14% of the gradesix
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Table 20
GraphVII InterpretQuestion
Response GradeFour Grade Six
(n-33) (n-35)
correct Answer 20 (61%) 28 (80%)
G·a 10 (30%) 5 (14~ ,
G - b 1 (3%)
Unexplained error 1 (3%)
No response 2( 8%) 1 ( 3%)
students (See Table 20). However, one student who was Intervl6w9d subtracted 300
from 500 but gave an answer of 2. The explanation was to the effect that while it was
really 200 , the answer in finallorm was 2.
Overall, the grade four students performed poorly on this question (61%
correct) relative to the grade six stooents (800/0correct). The grade four students
mademore errorsof not attendingto scale (G-a).
Question3. (Predict)
Results:
The results of this questionare shownIn Table 21. As was the case in
Graph V, studentsdid not predid on the basis that Toronto was not shown on the
graph (G-C),(15% grade four; 14% grade six), or followedthe existIngpattern when it
wasnot reasonableto do so, (Gof), (58% grade four;57% grade six).
A smallpercentageof grade four students,6%, believed their lack of prior
knowledgeabout the topic resunedin their inability to answer the question. One
student stated he could not answerthe question becausehe did not mow what
Table 21
GraphVII PreOtCtQuestio n
Ro""""", Grade Fcxr GracieSix·
(n- 33) (n-35)
CorrectAnswet 2 1""')
R/C - a 1 13%} 1 (3% )
G · . 5 115%1 5 114%)
G.f 19 (58%) 20 157%1
T · b 21 ""'1
Incomplele • b 216%1 5 (14%)
Unexplainederc r 319%1
No response 1 ( 3%1 21 6%1
Widgets were, the otherstated thaisheneeded to knowmoreaboutToronto 10be
able 10give ananswer.
Overall, both grades pertormedexttemely poorlyonthis question .
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BOXES OF WIDGETS
The following graph shows t he nu mber of boxes of Widg et s tha t were made
in each efSt . Jo hn's. Halifax. Winnipeg, and Vancol/ve r in 1988 .
•oo·~-------------~
800f--- - - - - --- - --- ---1
700f-- - - - - - --
N umbe r of
500
Bo xes of Wid get s
400
St . J ohn's H alifllJl; Winnipe g Vancou ver
1. In which city was 700 boxes of Widgets mad e? _ _
2. How ma ny more boxu of Widgets were made in W innipeg t han in
Halifax? _ _
3. Widgets were also made in Toront o in 1988. Clln yeu tell how ma ny boxes
of Widgets were made in Toronto? Circle YES NO .
If you cird ed YES, draw the bar for Widgets made in Toronto on the
graph and explain ycc r answer. 1
If you circled NO, explain why you circled NO. 1
Figure B. Graph VIII Boxes of Wk:lgets by City Name (non-patterned)
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This graph is a non-patterned version of Graph VII. The accompanying
questions are the same (See Figure 8).
Interviews: Grade four·8 Grade six -9
Question 1. (Read)
Results:
Table 22
Graph\f ill Literal Reading Question
Response Grade Four Grade Six
("-331 (" - 36)
Correct Answer 30(91 %) 36 (1000/0)
G·a 2(6%)
No response 1 ( 3%1
The results of this question are given in Table 22 and were sj~ilar to those of
Graph VII, with students performing very well.
Queslion2. (Interpret)
ResultS:
Table 23 showsthat both grades pertonned well on this question (79% grade
four; 86% grade six) having a higher successrate than In Graph VII (61% grade four;
800/0grade six). There were fewer errors of not attending to scale (G-a) than in
Grapll VII, particu!art)' at the grade four level, 9% compared to 30%.
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Table 23
GraphVIII InterpretQuestion
Response GradeFour GradeSix'
(n-33) (n-3 6)
ColTect Answer 26 (79%) 31 (86%)
RIC - a 1 (30/g) 1 (3%)
A/C - e 1 (3 %)
G - . 3 (90/0) 21 6%)
Unexplained BlTOr 2( 6%)
No response 2( 6%)
° Tolal not 100% due 1o roundilg.
Question3. (Predict)
Results:
Table 24
GraphVIII PredictQuestion
Response GradeFour Grade Six'
(0-33) (n-3 6)
CorrectAnswer 1 (3%) 5( 14%)
RIC - a ' 13%)
G - , 9 127%) 10128%)
G - e 10 (30%) 11 (31%)
G -9 2 (6 %) 2( 6%)
T - . 2 ( 6%) 1 (3%)
T -b 2 (6 %)
Incomplete · b 4 (12%) 7(19%)
No response 216% )
.. Total n0l 100%M to roc.n:lI~.
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Students had difficulty with this question with only 3% of the grade four
students ancl14% of the grade six students obtaining the correct answer (See
Table 24). As discussed for other graphS,the actual success rate might have been
higher due to Ihe number of answers which were Incomplete although the overall
performancewouldhavestill been poor.
Students made Ihe same type of graph based errors as in Graph VI, a similar
graph without the use 01rear place names. However, fewer students forcec:t a pattern
on the data and then followed it (G-a). This could be due to the fact Ihallhe data in
Graph VIII is not ordered in magnitude while the data In Graph VI is. It would appear
that students were more likely to think they saw a pattern in data thai was ordered.
A small numberof topicerrors were made. A few studentsgave a value for the
number of boxes of Widgets produced in Toronto based on the fact thai Toronto is a
large centre (l-a). A misunderstandingof the t'JPicof the graph led one grade six
sludent completely astray (l-a). Interpreting the graph as showing sales lor past
years, she reasoned that Toronto, being a newcomer to selling Widgets, would not sell
as many as the other cilies and assigned illoo boxes.
As was the case In Graph VII, not having been to Toronto and not knowing
what Widgets are, were also given as reasons for not being able to give a value for
Toronto (T-b).
Overall, both grades performed poorly on this question.
HEIGHT OF THE SMITH CHILDREN
The fo/towilll ar.ph shows the heish t of fol U of th e Smith ch ild ren .
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Height ill
centimete rs
Ann
1. How t.nis All"? _ _
Sue John Paul
2. Howmuch shorter is Ann thin John? _ _
3. A fifth child in the '.mil)' is clned Mi ry. Colin you tell how 1. 11 Miry is?
Grc'e YES 01 NO .
If you circled Y E S , draw th e bar for Mary on the grap h I nd explain your
Ifyou d rded NO , explainwhy you circledN O. _
FIQure 9. Graph IX Height of the Smith Children by Name (patterned)
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This graph showsthe height, in a patternedformal,of four childrenby nama.
Interviews: Grade lour-7 Grade slx-8
Question 1. (Read)
Results:
Table 25
Graph IX literal ReadingQuestion
Response
CorrectAnswer
RIC· a
R/C-b
Grade Four
(n-33)
31(94%)
1 ( 3%)
1( 3%)
Grade Six
(0-34)
34(100%)
Table 25 shows that very few etcdente had difficulty at the literal level with 94%
of the grade four studentsand 1000/0of the grade six studentsobtainingthe correct
Question 2. (Interpret)
Results:
AUthe graph based81TOfS were scale errors (see Table26). Twenty-one
percent of the grade four students and 3% of the grade six studentsIndicatedtheyhad
not attended to scale (G·a) by giving an answer012. The Int9f'\llews revealed other
scale errors (G-b) wherestudentshad used incrementsotherthan 20 em. One
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Table 26
Graph IX Interpret Question
Response
Correct Answer
RIC · a
RIC - b
G· a
G ·b
No response
Grade Four"
In- 33)
14 (42% )
1 (3%)
7(21 %)
6124%)
3( 90/0)
Grade Six
(n-34 )
28 (82%)
1 ( 3%)
1 (3%1
4 (120/0)
" TotalnoI 100%due to roW'lding.
student had obtained an answer 01300 em by multiplying 3 (the numberof horizontal
guidelines from the top of the bar representingAnn's height 10the one representing
John's height) by an increment of 100 em. A Pewpreviously unexplained values of
200 em and 300 em were then placed In thi s category, (G.b). which then acco unted for
24% of the grade lour errors and 12% of the grade six errors.
Question 3. (Predict)
Results :
Almost noneof thestudentsrealized that despite the pattern In the data , Mary's
height could not be determined (See Table 27).
There were 15% of the grade four students and 12% of the gradesix students
wllo Indicatedit was not possible 10obtain an answer becauseMary was not shown on
lhe graph (G-c),
The mostcommonOOOl" was to give a value for Mary's height (G-f), There
were 73% of the grade fourstudents and 82% of the grade six studentswho gave a
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Table 27
Graph IX Predict Questio n
Response Grade Four Grade Six
(0,,33) (0-34)
Correct Answer 1 ( 3%)
G oo 5(15 %) 4 (12%)
G·! 24 (73%) 28 (82%)
Incomplete · b 3(9%) 1 (3%)
No response 1 (3%)
valueof 180 em for Mary's heightby follo.... lng the patternInthe data. Students'
explanations of theiranswersoftencontainedincorrectstatements. Someof these
indicated confusionwith thescale used. For example: "it goesup 10em", "eachwas
1 em taller than the other", and "each child' s height went up 100 em", A few
ellPlallatlons. "Mary Is older so she is taller". and "Mal)' Is the oldest" indicate that
besides the pattern shown,students prior knowledge of height increasingwith age was
also influencing their comprehension.
Overall, bothgradesperformedextremelypoorly on thisquestion.
"HEIGHT OF THE SMITH CHILDREN
T he followillg grap h shows the height of Ieur of the Smith children.
Height ill
centimeters
J ohn
1. Howtall is Ann? _ _
Suo Ann P aul
2. How muc h shorte r is Ann t han John ? _ _
3. A fifth child in the family is called Mary. Can you tell how ta ll Mary is?
Cirele YES NO .
If you ci rcled Y ES, draw t he bar for Mary on lhe graph and expl.in your
If you circled NO, explain why you circled NO . _
Figure 10. Graph X Helght of the Smith Children by Name (non-patterned)
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This gra ph is a rlOf'l1)8ttemed V9r&on 01Graptl lX. The accompanying
questionsare the same (See FlQure to).
Interv iews: Grade four ·a Grade six·t O
Ouestio.l1 . (Read)
Results:
Table 28
Graph X literal ReadingQuestion
Respol'\SEl
Correct Answer
AIC-a
G - a
Grade Fo ur
(... 33)
32 (97%)
1 ( 3%)
Grade Six
(0- 341
33 (97%1
1 (3%)
The results of this Question aregiven InTable 28 and were sim ilar to those of
Graph IX. with students perIomling Vf!I'J welL
Question 2. (Inte rpret)
Results :
Table 29 shows thai the results of thi s ques tio n (48% grade fOlK correct ; 76%
grade six correct) were similar to those in Graph IX (42% grade four correct; 82%
grade six correct ) . As was the case In Graph IX, all graph based erro rs were scale
Table 29
GraphX Interpret Question
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Response
CorrectAnswer
G - a
G·b
Unexplainederror
No response
GradeFour
(n-33)
16 (48%)
7(21%)
7 (21%)
2 ( 6%)
1 (3%)
GradeSix
(n- 34)
26 (76%)
3 19%)
3(90/0)
2(6%)
Overall, Utegrade four students performedpoorlyon thIsquestion(48%
COITect) relativeto the gradesix students (76% correct). The grade lours hadmore
difficultywithscale.
Question3. (Predict)
Results:
Table 30
GraphX Predict QuestIon
Response
Correct Answer
R/C-a
G · o
G·.
G • •
T -a
Incomplete - b
GradeFour·
(n- 33)
2 (6%)
1 ( 3%)
4 (12%)
11 (33%)
4(12%)
5(1 5%)
8 (19%)
GradeSix·
(n-34)
2 ( 60/0)
3 ( 9%)
6 (19%)
16 (470/0)
6 119%)
1( 3%)
" TCilal I1'll10lJ'l10 dullto IOlSdlng.
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Studentshad difficulty withthis question with only 6% of the grade four
students and 6% of the grade sixstudents giving the correct answer (See Table30).
The actualsuccessrate for the gradefour studentsmight have been higher because
as for othergraphs statements such as "No, I dor rt know", and "No, I can't lell" were
categorizedas Incomplete. HoweverI overal performance would have still been poor.
There were a small percentage of students who~ither slated they did not
understandthe question or gave aninappropriate response (AJC·a).
Therewere 120/0 of the gradelour students and 180/0of the grade six students
who IndicatedIt was not possible to obtain an answer because Mary was not shownon
Ihe graph (G-c). The most common error was to give a value lor Mary's height (G-e).
There were 33% of the gra:!e four students and 470/0 of the grade six student s who
save a value. Mostof these students thought that the data showed a pattern that
should be followed. The most commonvalue given by the grade six studentswas 160
cm. The students indicated they thought of 160 as a missing vaiue ina pertem. For
example,one studentstared, "each one went up by 20 starting at 100, so I looked and
160 was not there".
Anothergraph based error was students belief that the absenceof a penem
was the sole reason for their inability to find an answer (G-g). There were 12% of the
grade fourstudents and 18% of thegrade six students who made this error. Those
students who were interviewed stated they could have found an answerif there had
been a pattern in the data.
Fifteenpercent of the grade lour students and 3% of lhe grade six students
were misledby the topic (f·a). Onestudent gave a value for Mary's height l' -;sedon
the fact thathe had five people in his family but could not elaborate on this duringthe
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interview. Anotherstudent wrote ~Mary sounds the tallest" and assigned a value
accordingly. The other studentsmade reference to Mary being the smajeet, a baby,
and a newborn,and gave a value accordingly. It is possible that these students hada
languageproblem with "the fifth child".
Overall, both grades performedpoorly on this question.
HEIGHT OF THE SMITH CHILDREN
Th e following g ra ph shows t he heig llt of four of the Smith c hildren ages 4,
8. 13, and 19.
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Height in
cent ime ters
Age 4 Age 8 Age 13 Age 19
1. How toll!is t he 4 yeu old? __
2. How much shorte r is t he 4 year old tha n th e 19 yea r old? __
3. A fifth child in the family is 10 years old. ( an yO Il t ell howtall the 10 yur
old is? Circle YES NO .
If you circled YES, draw th e bar for t he 10 year old on th e graph and
explain your an swer.
If you circled NO , explain why youcircled N O. _
Figure 11. Graph Xl HeIght 01Smith Children by Age (patterned)
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Th is graph shows the height , In a patterned forma t, of tour children by age (See
Ffgure 11).
Interviews: Grade sccr-t a Grade six-17
Questio n 1. (Read)
Results:
Tab le 31
Graph XI Ute ral Reading Question
Response
Correct Answer
Grade Four
(0-33)
33 (100%)
Grade Six
(n-36)
36 (1000/0)
Stude nts had no diHiculty al the literal level with all students ob taining Ihe
correct answer (See Tab le 31).
Question 2. (Interpret)
Resul ts:
S tudents perfor med moderately well on this qt.:'3stlOn wit h 73% of the grade four
students and 75% of the gra de six students obta ining the correct answe r (Baa
Table 32).
Th e readlng· language error, (RIC-a), was giving the heig ht of the nineteen-year
old as Ihe answer (30/0 grada fOUTi BOlo grade sIx).
An of the graph based errors W8r9 scal e errors. Tw elve percent of the grade
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Table32
Graph Xl Interpret Qur 'uon
Response
CorrectAnswer
Fl/C - a
Fl/C - b
G · a
G · b
GradeFour
(n-33)
24 (73%)
1 ( 3%)
1 ( 3%)
4(1 2%)
3 (9t: o)
GradeSill
(n-36)
27 (75%)
3 {8%)
4(11 %)
'(6%)
"Tolalnotl 00%ooe loro lnl ing.
fOUT studentsand 11% of the gradesix students indicatedtheyhad not attendedto
scale{G-al by givingan answerof 3 em. The interviews revealedotherscaleerrors,
(G-b). (9% gradefour; 6% gradesix) similar to thosethatoccurredIn Graph IX and
GraphX.
Overall,the grade four studentsperformed almost as well as megrade six
studentson this question.
Question3. (Predict)
Results:
Thirty sixpercentof the gradefourstudents and19%of the gradesIx students
realized that the height of the ten-year old wouldmostlikelyfall betweenlhat of the
eight-yearold andthe thirteen-year oldand indicatedan appropriatevalue (See
Table 33),
The reading-language errorswerestudentswho statedthey did not understand
the queetc n, answeredboth yes and no, or gavean Inappropriateresponse of
subtracting the agesof the children(Fl/C-a).
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Table33
Graph Xl PredictQuestiOn
Response
CorrectAnswer
R/C-a
G · ,
G·'
G ·j
T • •
T · b
Unexplained error
Noresccnse
GradeFour'
(n-33)
12 (360/0)
2(6%)
4 (120/0)
5(15%)
3(9%1
1( 30/0)
1 ( 3%)
2(6%)
3 (90/0)
GradeSix
(n-36)
7( 19%)
1 (3%)
9(25%)
7(19%)
11 (31%)
1(30/0)
'Tolal nol 100% due 10rounding.
There were 190/001the grade four studentsand 25% of the grade six students
who Indicated it was not poSSible to obtainan answerbecausethe ten-year old was
not on the graph(G·e). Somestudents(15% grade four; 190/0 grade six) followedthe
pattern in Ihe data (G ·~ . All buta few of thesestudentsgavea valueof 180 em for
Mary'sheight. Whenaskedduringthe Interviewwhether it was reasonable lor the ten-
yearold to be taller thanthe nineteen-yearold, one studentsuggestedthe ten-yearold
was on stilts In an allemptlo justify his answer, Anotherstudentadmittedhis answer
of 180em was unreasonable but after re-examining the graphstaledhe did net want
to change It, One 01theanswersother than 180em was 140em. The studentwho
gave this answerrealizedthat if she continuedthe pattem by adding20 em to the
heightof the nineieen-year old, the answerwas not reasonable Since the pattern
InvolvedIncrements of W em, she continuedthe ~pattem' by subtracting 20 em to
obtaina mOl'8 reasonable answer.
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The G-I category (9% grade four; 31% grade six) consisted 01 othef types 01
errors related to patt9m . The most common error was the refusal by students to give
a value for the helght 01the ten-year o ld because it would involve breaking the existing
pattern of incrementsof 20 em if a value between120 em and 140 em was given.
Another 8fTO( was the refusal by students to give a value because the only answer
they could th ink of , 180 em, was unreasonable .
A few grade four students mad e topic errors. One studen t did not use any prior
knowledgeof height in reteucn to age (T-a) and stated the ten-yearold could be any
height. Anotherstudentstated he was unableto give a value for the height of Ihe len-
year old child because he did not know the child personally (TobI.
Overa ll, both gra des performed poorty on this question. How ever , the grade
fou' students did ben et (36% correct) than the grade six students (19% correct). The
grade sixes had more diffICUlty In deali ng with the presence 01a pattern in th e data
than the grade Ws.
HEIGHT OF THE SMITH C H ILD R E N
The following gr"ph shows t he height of fou r of the Smith children ages 4,
8.13. and 19,
240r-- - - - - - - - --- ---,
2201-- - - - - - - - - - - - - """
2001-- - - - - - - -
1801---------
Height in 1601-- - - - -
1401-- ----
centimet ers 120
100
80
60
40
20
o
Age 4 Age 8 Age 13 Age 19
1. How tall is the 4 year c.. ,d? _ _
2. How much shorte r is th e 4 year old than th e 19 year old? _ _
3. A fifth child in th e family is 10 y eiff$ old. C;ln you te ll how tall the 10 year
old is? Cirele YES NO.
If you circled Y ES , draw the bar for th e 10 year old on t he graph and
explain youtanswer. _
If you circled NO , explain why you circled NO . _
Figure 12. Graph XII Height of Smith Childre n by Age (non-patterned)
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This graph is a non-pattemed version of Graph XI. The aa:ompanying
questions are the same (See Figure 12).
Interviews: Grade loUf' lO Grade six-a
Question 1. (Read)
Results:
Table 34
Graph XII Ut9f'al Reading Question
Response
CorrectAnswer
No response
Grade Four
(n-33 )
3J (100¥01
Grade Six
(n- 35)
34 (97%)
1 (3%)
The results at thiS question are given in Table 34 and were similar 10those in
Graph XI, with students performing very well.
Question 2. (Interpret)
Results:
There were 48% at the grade four studentsand 89% cr the grade ~;x students
who obtained tile correct answer 10this queston (See Table 35). The success rate lor
the grade fours was much lower than that in Graph XI (72% correct) and higher for life
grade sixes than tha i In Graph Xl (75% correct) .
The reading-language errors Wef9 responses 01either 01the four.year old's
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Table 35
Graph XII Interpret Question
Response
Correct AnsW1:lr
RIC - e
G -a
G - b
Unexplained en c-
No response
Grade Fc!u'"
(n- 33)
16 (48%)
3( 9%)
10 (30%)
1 ( 3%)
2 (6%)
1( 30/0)
Grade Six
(n- 35)
31 (89% )
1 ( 3%)
2(6%)
1 (3%)
"T oill ect 100% due to founding.
height or the nIneteen-year olel's heigh t (RtC-a) (9% grad e four; O'¥o grade six) . It was
though t that the success rate might actually be lower than that calcu lated due to the
fact that the height oIlhe lour-ytlar old was the same value as the correct answer.
During the interviews, ncwever, only one stude nt was found to be jusl tak ing the heig ht
of lhe four-yearolel.
As was the case in Graph xt, an gra ph based errors were scal9 errOl'S. Thirty
percent of the grade four stt.dent s and :fM:I of lt1e !1ad e Six students did not attend to
scale (G-a), wrth a few of these students also miscounting horizontal spaces or
guidelines.
OveraR. the grad:) roLl' studen ts (48% correct) performed poortyo n this
question relative 10 the grade six students (89% correct). The grade four students
made far more errors of not attending to scale (G-a).
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Question 3. (Predict)
Results:
Table 36
Graph XII Pred ict Question
Response
Correct Answ9T
G oc
G o.
G og
G·j
Unexplained error
No response
Grade Foli"o
(0- 33)
15 (45%)
2 ( 60/0)
5 (15%)
4 (12%)
1 ( 3%)
4 (12%)
2 ( 60/0)
Grade Six
(n-35)
17 (49%)
5(14%)
5(14 %)
1 (3%)
5(14%)
2( 60/0)
Forty-five percent of the grade loll" studerts and 49% of the g'ade silt stlJdqnts
realized that the height of the len-year old would most li; ely fall between that of the
eight'year old and that of the thirteen-year old andgave an appropriate value (See
Table 36' .
AI of the 8lTOCS were graph based . There were 6% of the lTade fotJ"students
and 14% of the gaOOsix students who indicated it was not possible to obtain an
answer because the ten-year old was not on the graph (G-cl. The elTOfof larcing a
patternon the data and atlerT\'ltlng to follow it (G-e) was made only at the grade four
level. These students (15%) all obtained answers of either220 em or 240 em.
Another graph based error was students belief that the absence of a pattern was the
sole reason for their Inabi lity 10find an answer (G-gl (12% grade lour; 14% grade SiX).
8.
A few students tried to lorcea pattern on the data but stopped when they saw
that the ir answerwasnot reasonable in that the ten-yearold wouIcI be taller than the
rMnetee~year old (G·O.
Ovara.ll, slightly less than half of the students weresuccessful on this question.
B3
Students at the grade four and grade six level had previously studiedgraphs,
and with the exception of a fewstudents, exhibited evidence01possessinga graphical
frame. On the basis of Davis's frame theory and the datacollected the following
descriptionof a graph framehasbeenformulated.
By the nature of a graph frame it contains general information about graphs.
Operationally, whena student is faced with a graphical problem10solve, the student
retrievesthe framefrommemoryandseeksinput for certain framevariables or slots in
the form of specific information fromthe graph. Specific slots appear10exisl for
explicitfeaturesof thegraphsuch as axes labels, une, scale, and data arrangement.
In addition to these sptfCific slots, there exist slots for appropriate information from
cmer, moregeneralframesnamely; reading-language, computation, and topic.
Data is mappedcorrectly or incorrectly from the graph to the graph frame with
slots that cannot be filled from the graph data tilted by delaun, Ie by relyingon past
experience. When the specific informationfromthe graph is combined with the
general infonnation ill the graph frame, the frame is said to be instantiated. This
Instantiatedgraph frame Is then usedas a data base lor any further information
processingabout the graph. Figure13 illustrates this conceptUalization 01a graph
frame.
Errors In reading, interpreting, and predicting fromgraphs reveal something of
the k1nerworkings of the graph frame. f In analysis of the observed errors in tenns of
deficienciesof the installtlatedgraph frame is now given.
8.
Figurtl 13. Conceptualizationof a ~raph Frame
Reading-language or Computation Errors
Reading-language or computation errors were made by studentswhen
answeringliteral, Interpret,and predict questions. These errorswere most common for
the interpretquestions.
Twoviews 01theseerrorsare that theycan be attributedto deficiencies In the
general frames, per 58, from whIch information is drawn to lnstantlate the Graph frame
or from errorsmade In mappinginformation from these general framesto the graph
frame. Bolh possibilities result in a flawed graph frame being used to solve a graphical
problem and will explain the errorsdiscussedunder this heading.
For example, In GraphsI and II, when asked how much moreallowanceJane
8S
got In 1988 than In 1986, students gave answers which 1ncU:Sed either the aDowance
value lor 1988 or 1986, both values. or the sum of the values . DIlAstudent gave an
answer of $3 .50 "because 1988 was $3 .50" and anot her wrot e down $3 .50 + $1.50 -
$5.00. From the written last and the ir tetviews it wa s concluded that the graph Irame
conta ined incorrect informa tion on eithe r the reading-langua ge or com puta tion required
to answerthe question.
In another example from Graphs III and IV, students when asked tor the 'otal
number or tree s planted gave the larges t number pla nted . In the intervie ws stcoente
consistently pointed 10 the bar representingthegreatest frequencyand several used
words such as most and bigge st when explaining their answer. It was concnoec lha t
the grap h frame contained Incorr ect In fonn ation o n the mean ing ot the wor d total.
It appea rs that while students hav e slots with in their graphical frames for the
retrieval of infonnatio n from more~ reading-language and col1llutation frames,
processing errors surlac:e. Due to the nature 01the study and the interna lized
characterof a trame, it is notpossible to delennil)9 whether theseerrOl'S are due to
deficiencies in the generalized readlng-Iango-age Of ccmpl.tation frames . or are
associated with the actual mapping of information Irorn SUCh framesInto the graph
frame . The implications of these twopossibllities are discussed In Chapter V.
Graph·Based Errors
There are four cat egories of erro rs that fall within this genera l heading, namely:
data arrangement, topic, scale, and the fact that the Information was not shownon the
.6
Data Arrangement
The effect of the visual iIo(iJ'9Etment of data on students' ability to pred ict from
a graph was built into the study. Three typ6S of arrangeme nts wereused: patterned
data in « dar of magnitude; non-pattamed data in order of :,'agnitude ; and non-
panemeddata notordered In magnitude . Many errors In predlctlon occurred lor each
type at data arrangement.
The written test and Interviews suggest thai for many students their concept of
patterning was mapped to It-e graph frame. Students have had experience with
patterning In the primarygrades and have formulateda connection betweenpatterns
and predicting missing values. An analysis of the data also suggests that this idea of
pattern, whether CCNTect or Incorrect. is not used within the graph frame with the
app ropriat e constr aint that should be imposed by a consideratio n 01 the graph top ic.
Whe ther the top ic informationdoes not exist within the~ frame Of the l ink to use it
In con junction with patlem is missing is not clear. This is Ilustrated in the fol lowing
9 lWnPle$.
In Graph XI, students predict ed the height of the ten-year ok:! to be tnOf8 than
that of the nineteen-year old ba..~ on the pattern n the graph. When the un likelihood
of the ten-year being tallerthan the nineteen-year old was pointed out during the
irIterview, one student irI an attempt to protect the nawed framesuggested the
possibility 01the ten-year old being on stills rather thanchange the answer.
Forgraphs with non-patterneddata some students sought and found a
"pattern". This OCCUlTed both in cases wherethe data was ordered in magnitudeand
where the data was not ordered In magnitude. For example, In Graph VI when faced
withnon-pattemeddata associated with the manufactureof Wldgel~ In cities A. B. C,
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and 0 students forceda patternand used II:to pred ict for City E. Similar problems
occooed even when the graph topic was fdmiliar (such as a11owar1:e). but the situation
did not aDowfor prediCtiOn. During the interviews, the studentsoften hes itated when
describing these 'patterns' but then contin~ on rather than admit something was
incorr9ct. This can also be viewed as an attempt to protect the flawed frame.
Another error in non-patternedgraphswhereany attempt to search for a
pattern madeno conceptual sense. was Jarstudents10cite the absence of a pattern
as the reason for their Inabilityto predict . For example,In Graph IV (8 non-patterned
arrang..-em of the number of pine, larch, fir, and spruce trees planted) studentsstaled
they could not predict the number01elm treesplanted because there was no pattern In
the data. During the intBI'Vlews the students said that such a proolction would have
been possble had the data been patt9lT19d.
Formany of the graphs where It was not possible to predict , students were
asked if all:amate answers to the one they obtained on the basis of a pattern (real or
perceived) werepossible. Some stude nts said yes. and then reaized I was therefore
not possble to pread. Others said yes but then indicated they still wished to follow
the pattern. A thirdgroup 01student s said no, the pattern had to be 1oI1owed. These
answersIndicate there are different degrees of difficulty wlln pattern.
cveran, it appe <nthe majorityof students havea panem slot In their graph
frame. The analysisof the data revealed two majors dellclencles in this sloL One
deficiencyIs the presence01IncorrectInformation lhat a patternmust exist in thedata.
This Is evldenoodby lhe fact that many students forced·patterns- nol only for data that
were orderedin magnitudebutalso lor data that were not orderedIn magnitude,
Another deficiencyis that lhe slot Isnot linked to a topic slot (when one exists). Often
sa
studentsbelievedthat tha absenceof a pattern. regardless of the fact the topic was
unsuitable for prediction,meantthey could not predict. The result of these two
deficiencies was that in pairs of graphs on the same topic where predict ion was not
possiblebecause of the natureof the top ic, performancewas oftenequally poor even
though the organi zat ion of the data were d ifferent. For examp le, Graph III and
Graph IV, and Graph IX and Graph X.
Topi C Erro rs
Students' ab ility to use know ledge of the topic In pred icting from bar graphs
was another fac tor built Inlo the study. Top ics of differing degree s of familiarity were
used. For example. allowanceand height wereconsideredto be familiar topics. The
topic of trees was also familiar but the diffe rent types of trees used were not familiar to
all students. While Widgets was an unfa miliar top ic, two versions of this graph used
city names which were famillar to the students. There is limited evidence from the
graphs showing height by age that when the topic is familiar the students
acco mmodate bette r. O'lerall, etu denta mad e the same type s of er rere rega rd less
of th e topi c. This is because the majority of errors were pattern related and as
disc ussed earlier, top ic infOf'mation did not exist withi n the graph frame or, if it did, the
link to use it in conjuncti on with pallem was missing. Tile remainder of this section
discusses errors In cases wh8fe the topic was known to form part of the grap h Irame.
A small percentage of students In the ir written work and in interviews did
indicate that topic fannedpart of their graph frame . However, an analys is of the data
suggested that the information on top ic, whethe r correct or incorrect was sometimes
not used appropria tely within the graph frame .
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For example,In GraphVIII one student predicteda value for the number of
boxes of Widgetsproducedin Toronto based on the ineo«ectknowledgethat large
centres always producedlarge Quantities, For the same graph, anotherstudent staled
htl could not predictbecausehe did not know whata Widgetwas.
Anotherexamplewas in Graph XI, a patternedversion of heightby age.
During the interviewsstudentsprovided evidence01topic within the graph frame by
indic;.ling that the heightof the ten-year old should be between thatof the eight-year
old and nineteen-yearold. However, they then stated it was not possible10give such
a value as theanswer becauseIt would break the pattern shown in the data. While
the correct topic informalion existed it was not usedappropriatelyin conjunction with
the pattern slot of the graph frame. It appeared in one sense that pattern -dominated-
over topic.
Scale
The natureof the data Impliedthat, for somestudents, scaledoes not fonn part
oltha graph frame. An elC8.mple of the subsequentlyt1aW9d graph frame hindering
students althe literal reading level was In Graph III where a few students indicated the
numberof fir treeswas six. by counting the numberof blocks comprisingthe bar
representingthe numberof fir trees. An exampleat the Interpret level was in Graph V
wherea considerablenumberof students (36% grade four; 18% grade six) indicated
that lhere wereeilher 6 or 7 moreboxe'sof Widgetsproduced In City A than in City 0
by counting the horizontalspacesor guidelinesbetweenthe bars.
Studentswho providedevidence that scale forms part 01the graph frame when
answering.a readingor Interpretquestion,often lailed to usa it inelaboratingon their
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answer to a predict question. Henca exp lanations to the pred ict questio ns often
cort.ained ina caxale staleme nts such as "'d wen t up two spaces" when there was an
incre ase of two 10 em increm eots between two items. There are three possible frame
explanations lor this. Fn, the student's concept ol scale is only partially lofmed.
Second, th6re is no link.betwee n pattern and scale within the graph frame. A lhl"d
explanation is that it is a read ing-languag e proble m, per $8.
In formation not show n on the gl'sph
In answering the predict question somestudents Indicated they could not
predict on the basis that lhe information was nOI shown on the graph. For examcte
they gave 6lqJlanations such as "because it's not on the graph" and "' cannot see it up
there (on the gaphj-. In the interviews the researcher acknowledged the informa tio n
was not on the lrclph and asked them to re-e lQ rnine the graph 10 see it there was any
way they co ukl use it to pred ict. The ma iJriY a t these studen ts either COfltinued 10 say
no. or if they noticeda pattem were unsure if they could usa it.
It was concluded lhat withinthe graph frame there was possibly no top ic or
pattern slot, or ~ it existed the stLdents did not use it in this situation. In either case,
when the graph frame was initially retrieved from memory, input information 00 topic
and pattern was not required and therefore not sough!.
Overall, several deficiencies have been noted in students' graphical frames. A
limited number of problems exist with the reading-language and computation slots of
the frame. Other rrcee serious ;>roblems exist with the pattern, topic. and scale slots 01
the frame. Students' Information about pattern appears to be incorrectly developed ()(
not linked to othel slots of lhe frame, particularly topic , which often makes it difficult 10
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verify the topic slot actually extsts, The scale slot of the graph frame oftendoes not
exist or is not properly developed. Another framedeficiency is the failure to predict
because the informationIs not on the graph. Some students lend to envisage the
graph as ~complete· and do not realize that it can be used to obtain additional
Information.
ResearchQuestions and Flesults
Question1: Whatdifflcuffiesdo gradefour and grad&six students have In reading,
interpretingand predictingfrom bar graphs?
Students had very lew difficulties with the literal reading of bar graphs with
mean success rate. . for grade four studen ts being 95% and for grade six sludents
being 98%.
There were more difficulties with the interpretation questions with mean success
rates for grade four students being 520/0and for gracla six students being 78% . Most
01the errors in this category were reading-language, computation, or scaleerrors. In
fact, the mea" percentageof errors that could not be explainedby these reasonswas
80/0 for gradefour and 4% for grade sb<and ITIQst of the 8% and 4% were either no
responseor unexplained errors.
The reading-language and computationerrors were attributed to either errors
within the respectivegeneral reading-languageor computation frames fromwhich
Information Is mappedto the graph frameor errors in the actual mappingprocess.
The majorityof errorsa1the Interpretlevel were scale errors with the frameanalysis
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indicating that in many of these cases scale did not form part 01 the g'aph frame .
The level of performance on prediction QUElstions was extremely low with the
meansuccessrates lor grade four MiJUeots being 16% and br grade six students
being 18%. Most of the student difficu ll:ies in pred icting from bar graphswere
attributad10 corrector incorrect:patten information be ing used within the graph frame
without the appropriateconstraint or considerationof the graph lop ic. The students'
information on pattem appears to not be linked to the lopic information in the graph
frame . In many cases it was nol even possible 10 verify that topic romeo part al tha
graph frame.
Therewere also somestudentswho indicated lhal lhey did nOIrealize a graph
can sometimes be used to obtain values not shown. It wasconcluded that the graph
frameof mesestudents was limited, andpossibly did not contain any top ic Of pattern
inlonna.tion.
Question 2: Wha t differencesexistbetween grade too' and grade six students' ability
to read, interpretand predict from bar graphS ?
Thera is little differencebetweengrade four and grade sl)!; studetlls' ability to
read bar graphs with mean successrates for grade four being 95% and lor grade sill
being 98%.
Grade lour students perlormedpoorly on interpret cueeucns compared to the
grade six studentswith the mean success rate lor grade four being 52% and for grade
sill being 78%. OveraU, the grade fours made more reading·languageand computation
efTOl'S than \he grade sixesand considerablyI1'lOf'6scaleerrors. In fact , the mean
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percentageof errors that were scale errors was 25% IOfgrade four and 120/0lor grade
six.
Students at both grade levels performed poorly when answering predict
questionswith the meansuccessratesfor gradefour being 16% andfor gradesix
being 18%. MOlllof Ihese errors involved pattern and were of a similar type and
frequency for both grades.
This concludes the analysis of the data pertaining to grade lour and grade six
euoents' understanding of the information conveyed in bar graphs . The following
chapter . Chapter V, provides a summary of the study and the conclusions.
Implications for instruction and recommendations for future research are presented.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, IMPUCATIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this Chapter a summary of the stLXfyand discussi)n 01findings are
presented. Implicationsof the study for instruction are presentedand
recommendations for future research are included.
In today's highly technOlogical society it is a necessity that every person
shouki be able to process the large amounts of inlormationencountered in everyday
lila . Such information Isincr easing ly encountered in graphicallorm part ly due to the
advances in computer graphics which have anowed tor more efficient production and
better qual ity. To be profICient at proce ssing in formation students must be able to do
more than literally read a graptl . They should be able to inl9/'Pl'&tgraphs and to
predict , where possible . !rom the data
Th is study was deSigned 10 inv estigate !J'ade 10.... and grade six students'
ab ility 10 rea d, interp ret. and pred ict frombar graphs. Dala were collected through
adminis tration of a wrltt8ll test to all students in the sample lo llowed by a short
audiOtapedinterview with selected sludents. The sample consisted 01121 snc ents in
grade lour and 127 sludents in grade six. The interview componenl involved 35
students fromgradetolX and 37 students from grade six.
Students were briefed by the researcher on the purpose of the study and that it
would Involve a written component with the possib~ity of a follow-up interview. Each
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student .....as then administered a wr itten test consisting of four bar graphs each wit h
three questio ns; a litera l readi ng question , an interpret questio n, and a predict
qcestcn. Students were lold 10Bkamine each graph carefully and to answer as many
of the questions they could within the 2O-minute lime restriction imposed. On the basis
of errors on the written test, selected students were given audio taped interviews 10
obtai n more in formatio n on the nature of their errors . The jntervlews were
approxima tely fifteen minutes. and were cond ucted within three school days from the
date of the test.
Following the completion of the interview sessions , the type and nature of the
errors were categorized. After this initial categorizalion a frameanalysis was
undertaken and finally the research questions were answered.
An analysis of the data suggested thar the students made at least 15 types of
errors :1 reading, interpreting, and predicting fro m bar graphs. While some 01these
were reading-language or computation errors, the majority were graph-based errors.
The analysis further Indicated there were lour general categories 01graph-based erro rs
namely: data arrangement, topic, scale , or the fact that the informatio n was not show n
on the graph.
Reading-language and computa tion errors could be explained by deficiencies in
the general reading-language or computation kames from which information was
drawn, or errors in the process of mapping this information to the grap h frame. For
example, when asked how much more allowance Jan e got In 1988 than in 1986,
students added the allowance for 1986 to that of 1988 rather than subtrac ting it.
While it appears that most students have a pattern slot within their graph
frames, this slot is either incorrectly developed or not correctly linked to cmer slots 01
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the frame. In situations wherethe nature of the graph topic would suggest Ihal
searchingfor a patternmadeno conceptual sensestlJoonlsusedeKistingpatternsto
predict, farced patterns in order to predict, or cited the absence 01a pattern for their
inability to predict. For example. when facedwith non-patterneddata showing the
number of larch, fir, pine, and spruce trees planted,students forceda pattern to
determine the number of elm trees planted.
Mostsceteerrors wereattributedto the lack of a scaleslot in thegraphframe.
Other scale errors suggested the presenceof only a partially formedscale slot or the
lack of a link between scale and other slots the graph frame. For example,students
stated that Ann was 2 em shorter than John, when Ann was 40 em (two increments of
20 em) shorterthan John.
Students tended fa envisage the graph in some "complete" manner and stated
they could not predict because the informationwas not shown on the graph, For
example, students could not determineJane's allowance In 1990 (patterned allowance
data for 1986-89 was given) since ~1 990 was not on the graph". It was concluded that
the graph frames of these studentswas very limited with possibly 00 pattern or,topic
slots.
Overall, students in both grade rour and grade six had little diffICulty In reading
bar graphs but tlad considerably moredifficulty InterpretIngbar grdphs. KnowIngwhen
pr&ctiction 1T0m bar graphs waspossible appearedto be t'lxtremelydifflCu~ for neartyall
students. The frequency of reading-language, computation, and particularly scale
errors was higher for the grade fours than for the grade sixes, However,errors
involvingpattern OCCUlTed in similar frequenciesrcr both grades. !~ weeconcludedtllat
studentsat the grade four and the grade six level have similar but flawed graph frames.
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The present study has identified errors in understanding the information
presented in bar graphs and analyzed these errors in terms of deficiencies of students'
graphical frames. A possible explanatfonfor now an incorrect graph frame develops Is
now discussed.
Davis's (1984) frame theory model indicates that frames are personal
constructs created as the result of experience. This does not mean thai students will
have very diflerent frames. In fact, large numbers 01students have been identified as
havingdevelopedvery similar frames. Davis attributes this to their shared school
experience and tececce there are underlying principles that govern Informat1on
processing in general.
The results of this study suggest that a significant percentage o f students
possess similar but "awed graph frames. One explanation for the development of the
flawed frame is students' lack of appropriate experience with graphs together with the
nature of information processing. For example, it is a common characteristic of human
information processing to initially cverqeneratae. Davis states that it is only with
experience that amnatcns are developed that prevent overgeneralizing. In this study
students were seen to have an overgeneralized concept of the use of pattern and,
consequently, !hey used pattern without Ihe limftation 01topic to determine values for
jternsnot shownon the graph. 11 is possible that students lacked the appropriate
experiencewith graphs to develop a link between the pattern and topic slots of the
graph frame. II is also possible that the graphical expEtrlences of students had been
so limited that a topic slot of the graph frame was never developed,
9.
It can be argued the use 01current elementarysctoo t texts (both In
mathematics andother subJects). together with teaching time constraints, results in
students receiving less Instruction, and muchless varied experience, than what is
necessaryto become proficient at processinggraphical information. Most01these
experiences are at the literal reading and Interprel level with students seldom
constructing and drawing their own graphs. Prediction is often mantioned only in
situations where it is possible. hence students never assess why a prediction is
possible. Furthermore, work with patternsin non-graphical situations may encourage
students to followpanerne even when it is not reasonable. Such experiences would
explain why the general graph Information in students' graph frames that becomes part
of the Instantiatedframe Is often limited or incorrect, and that iniormaliOl1 retrieved from
other frames andbrought to the graph frame Is Incorrect.
Specific suggestions based on the resultsof this study on what consUlules
appropriate experience with graphingare given In the next section.
The Increaseduse of graphsby society indicatesa necessity lor educators 10
help students becomeadeptat utilizing graphs to their maximumpotential. The results
of this study, therefore.have several Implications for Instruction.
Since difficulties In processingInformationcontainedin graptts has been found
to exist. teachersmust be made awareof where theyexist and the factorsthat
contributeto these difficulties. This information would be of value in planning
Instruction that would result in greatersuccess for students.
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The question arises of what can be dona to possibly reduce tM incidence 01
errors. This study has shown that both grade four and grade six students have
difficulties with scale. Specifically , it suggests tha: students have either no scale slot in
their graph frame or one thai is on ly partially formed. It is possible that by exposing
studentsto different scale factors on the samea:.d differentgraphicalproblems that a
scale slol will be properly developed. Fc.rexamp le, a child 's allowance for the last
several years could be displayed using scale tactore of $0.50 , $0.75, anc $1.00. With
the use of computer graphing student s could quiCkly see the effect altha chosen scale
on the image. The results of this study also indicated that when students were not
attending to scale they were often attempting 10count horizontal guidelines on the
graph instead . Most elementary school mathematics texts provide these guidelines tc
assist students in matchi ng vertical and horizontal da ta entrtes. II is suggested that
snc ente' attention be drawn 10the function of these guidelines and as students
become more experien<:edwith graphs their use be discont inued.
This study has shown that students have almost no correct ideas about
predicting from the data on a bar graph, particularly when it is or is not appropriate .
Despite reccm-nenceuons by educational authorities for increased emphasis on this
skill, the students' written work and interviews suggested that their experience with it
has been Jery limited. The suggestions in the literature that students construct their
own graphs, verbalize relat ionships in the graph, discuss the significance of any trends
In the data , and check the appropriateness at their answers would seem to be a logical
starting point lor broadening this experience.
More specifically , the results of this study suggest an alarming reliance of
students on the idea of pattern when asked it predlction from the data were poS'sible .
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It appeared the patt ern slot o f students' graph lramn was incorrecl:ly dev eloped or not
11li<ed to other slots 01the frame. Since me CClOCeJ)t of panem Is mapped to tt...1graph
frame, teachers shouldfirst examinethe materials studentsuse for non-graph
8Kerc!ses invotvK1g pattern to ensure they are appropriate. Studen(seJq)9liBnces with
g raphs should ti'l8t1 include exposure to patterne d and non-pattam ed data lor topics
which pred iction is and is not conceptuallysound. In particularI the same data shOuld
be shown with differentorders of pre, ':lntation. For exarrcie. export data for several
countri es could be displayed both in ~der of increasing magnitude and In a non-
ordered form. Studentscould then ea asked to compare the graphs.
The task of developing skills In reading, Interpreting, and predicting from graphs
is not solely the responsibility of the mathematicsteacher. Graphs can be found
across the entire curriculum, particularly in scienceand socia l studies. Furthermore,
rea ding , interpreting, 'J'd predicting fro m da ta are skills notconfined to work with
g raphs. It is important to real ize, therelor9, that all lea chets have a role 10 play if
students 318 to beco me adept at processing infcnnation.
Reco mmenda tions for Future Research
The locusof this study was to determine the difficulties of gradefour and grade
six students in understandingthe informatiOnconveyed by bar graphs. Only through
the documentationof student errors and attemcts10 understand the processes
underlying theseerrorscan educators hope to Improve students' graph
comprehension. This requires carefully designed research.
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The results of this study sugges t severa l recommendations for tuture research .
First, since tnepresent study was limiled to grade four and grade six, and to one graph
form,similarstudiesshouldbe conductedat ome- gradelevelsand withother graph
forms. This would provideinformation on the gradelevel at which the idea of
predicting from bar graphs is no ronger ~domlnaled" by thepattern, and whether
students have the same over-reliance on pattern when predicting from other graph
forms. The aim of this researc h would be to formulate a descriptio n of the
developmentof students' graph frames that couldbe used in designing instruction.
Second, a study that provides moredetailed information on the inner workings
of a graph frameshouldbe conducted. Such eJdended research should address
specifics aboutgraph frames that could not be detennined within the present study.
Factors that courdbe examinedinclude: determination of the existenceand nature of
errorsin the mapping 01information to the graph frame; dalermining in answers 10
predictquestions wherepattern appears to "dominate"overtopic whether the topic slot
of the graph frame actuallyexists; and determinationof the existence and nature of
linking mechanisms between slots of the graph frame; particularly pattern and topic.
Third. a study should be conductedto det9l'mine if specific instruction on areas
of difficulty with bar graphs results In a new or corrected graph frame. For example, a
unit on graph skills focusingon the three revels: read, Interpret, and predict, with
attention 10identiflecl areas of difficulty could be developed for use at a particular
grade level. II specificinstruction on areas of difficulty is found to be successful it
wouldsuggestthat studentshave modified their previous graph frame Of replaced it
with a new one. If it is not successful, it would suggest that the previous flawed graph
framestill exists. If such instruction was found to be successful, a follow-up study
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Investigatingthe effect of different strategies of instructioncouldbe ccrcuctec. For
example, a study that examinesthe effect of studentsCOllecting and organizingtheir
owndata on their abilityto predictcouldbe conducted.
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